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SUMMARY- OF THE STUDY

The Chief of Naval Education and Training.(CNET4 tasked the Training,
Analysis and'Evaluation Group (TAEG)'to assess the feasibility and desirabil-
ity.of obtaining training feedback from petty officers who rotate from fleet=
billets to the Naval Education and Training Command (NAVEDTRACOM) to attend
instructor training -(IT) or'"C"-level courses in iffeir rating. Developmeqt
and assessment of a technique for collecting feedback within this contex
were included in the tasking. The project involved co'lecting specific
feedback about training given in the six '"A"-level courses which serve the
ratings, listed below:

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD
Machinery Repairman (MR)
Engineman (EN)

Mess-Management' Specialist (MS)
Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
Aviation Fire Contrdl Technician (AQ)
`Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician (AX)
Fire Control Technician (FT

A structured interview procedure was used f r data dol.. tion. Two
hundred and eighty-one petty officers attending

I, and "C",- vet courses
were interviewed at their schools. InIdditiOn, 2 MS petty officers occupying
fleet billets provided feedback about MS "A" school tr aining.. Interviews
were conducted by_civilian and military personnel eegularly assigned to the
participating activities.. Interviewer training was accomplished,by members of
the TAEG staff.

The general conclusions o this study program are:

It is both feasible _nd desirable to col ct training feedback
information-from petty officers recently transferred fr m fleet
billets to'attend advanced schools withintlf NAVEDTRAC M

The structured interview. procedure yields useful and valuable
information tor curricul evaluation.

These conclusions are sup9orted by the following specific findings:

1.- A review of the baCkground charactetistics of .petty offtcers
attending advanced schools within the NAVEDTRACOM and the recency of their
fleet assignments led to the'conclusion that feqdback Provided by tihem,would
not differ substantially from feedback that co 'uld be gathered from their'
counterparts still serving in operational. fleet billets Thus, training.
feedback from the school petty officer groups whowere interviewed during
the StudY'program was considered to be valid.

2. The astru_ctured'interview method yields valuable datifor curriculum
review. The data are-useful for identifying training deficiencies a 'd tht°
nature of those deficiencies

/

6
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3. ApproOmatelY 60 percent of the petty officers.assigned to advanced
courses within the. RAVEDTRAC twere qualified to evaluate the fleet job per -
formance rof recent "A" schod graduates. . ,

'
-

4. The Avionics (AV) portion of.the Study program demonstrated that essentia
the same information about-"A" school graduate_fleet'job performance can be'
obtained.from either IT school students or more junior "C" school students.

i

This is particularly important time "C" school students cqmprise,the majority
of advanced school attendees:

.

"5. The MS portion of the study demonstrated ftatistically that feedback
.

obtained ,from personnel attending advanced schools:_within the NAVEDTRACOM
was equivalent to feedback obtained directly from fleet sources. This
finding reinfdsrces the assumption made above. The'MS effort also demonstrated
that the'structured interview method can be used successfully to collect
training feedback within the.flOetc-

6. -Ng "complaints" were voiced - concerning the use of school f4cilities,_
staff for. technical assistance and-interviewing, or student time. No reasons
became evident to assume that use of the method within the- sChools was unde-
sirable from an "inconvenience/disruption" of,routine standpoint.

4 A

'T. The average time required to completeindividual interviews a
six schools was approxiMately 1 hour. This met'the 6presSed desires o
schoolecommands.-

8. interviewing duties can be shared among a_variety of school
personnel inexperielin-interviewing techniques. Asvlong as the proce-

.

dures are follqWed in a reasonab)e way, useful data can be obtained. However,
better training,for interviewer) would undoubtedly have implovOd the quality ._

of comments describing-the specific nature of training problems-..

In view of the findings and school needs for a continuing 3ow,of feed-,
back information, it. is recommended that the structured method
assessed during the-study program be used on a routine basis to collect
training feedback within theadvanced school context. The appendix to this
report provides detailed procedures for implementing,and-conducting ,feedbadk,
data collection programs -using the method.

\1-
Includes AT,

1

AX ratings

ly
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

,

The Training AnalySis and Evaluation Group (TAEG) was-tasked by the
Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) to examine the feasibility and
desirability of obtaining training WedbaCk information-frompettpbfficers
recently transferrq -from the fleet to attend advanced courses within the
Naval. Education and Training (NAVEDTRACOM). The tasking included a
requirement to develop and -evaluate a method suitable for.the systematic_
collection of-feedback information within NAVEDTRACOM schools. The-tasking
further stipulated that necessary work be performed with atleast''six Navy
ratings and that all feedback obtained be provided td participating schools
for use in curriculum evaluation.

BACKGROUND.

To acquire the information and experie e necessary -to` accomplish the
tasking, six ."A"71evel courses/schoolswete s lected for evaluation. jhese
Serve the -eight:ratings litted helowr:

Aviation Machinist's Mate
Machinery Repairman (MR)
Engineman (EN)-

, Mess Aanagemeat'Specialist (MS)
Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
Aviation Fire Contgol,Technitian (AO)
Miation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician (AX)

-Fire.Control Technician (FT).
t

A structured interview method was used to obtain training feedback data
frdm Petty officers.attendinv Iristructor TrairiingIT) or "C"*level courses
in their-ratings. The data were used to assess each "A" schools curriculum
in terms -of the:

relevancy of :'raining for graduates' fleet Sob,
assignments

graduates' fleet perfOrmance of jOb tasks for which,Ole:vrecfqed
school training.

Theevaluation data obtaine6 during the program were provided to
schools in six previo TAE reOrts. Thete are listed below for the
ratings involved:

AD - Technical Memorandum 79-3 (ref. 12)
MR Technical Memorandum 79-4 (ref. 2)
EN - Technical Memorandum,79-5 (ref.11)
MS Technical Report No 76 (ref. 6)
AT, AQ AX Technical Memorandum 80-4 (ref. 7)
FT - Technical llemorandum 80-5 (ref. 10)

p
- 7

the
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OSE

This study assessed the feasibility and d sirability of obtatning
-training feedback information from petty offic s attending advanced schools',
within theAAVEOTRAC

-

The report summasizes_the-total -effort conducted in response to the CNET
'tasking. it. 1--t" is ,thisfinal report of a work program initiated in December'1977.
It uses dita,,informationl and experience gained within the-silk NAVEDTRACOM
school contexts,to provide:

an assessment of the feasibility and desirability Of collecting

-training
feedback inforatioo from advanced students_ within the

NAVEDTRACON

evaluaelve information concerning the method developed for-feedback
data cotlectiori,

Ln-Addition,-the report' provides recommendations and procedures for
future)lise%of the method -for feedback data Collection.

,.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The remainder of this report is*contained in three sections and an
a endix;;Section II beSents the technical approach.' It'proOdes descrip-
tions.of the instruments 'and procedure's used for (_data It also
deitribes tealniquesuseidfor data reduction and

u
analYsis andior evaluating.

the.data collectiod method. :The Major findings of the program are given
in:sectiOplIII.:These are discussedloth _in relation to the program. objec-
tives.and,to future use -of the structured interview' method. Section IV
presents cOnclosionSandretommendations.: Thd appendix contains guidelines
for tJe .6fthe method An future training appraisal efforts. Zuidance is
Presented for instrument' eyelopment and use ,and -data reduction and inter-
pretatidn. These procedures. are presented as an aid to the schools,for
-tmplementing and canductipg training appraisal efforts with locally available--
resources-.,
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SECTION II

.-TECHWAL APPROACH
2 ,

This section presents the.technical approach used in this study program.
-A clarification of the issUesinvolvedis presented first-. This is f011owed'
loy information describing study planning, procedures /criteria used to

select'sohoolt,'and-fattors,influenting the -choice /design of the. data Tollec
tion method.. Descriptions of the:data collection instrumentSanCprocedures
and techniques used fordata reduction and anSlysis Are,alSo pti0Sdnted.. In
.addition, information is given describing proced6restutedlo%eValuate.thek
structured Interview method.

CLARIFICATION OF ISSUES

A definitive, assessment of the feasibility and desiraility of Obtaining
training feedback information from petty officers attending advanced NAVEDTRACOM
schools required experience and data collection within the school environment.
The feasibility question inVolVed concerns such as the availability of
"qualtfied" petty offlco-s,frum. whom,feedback could be obtained and the
abilityof the schools, to conduct/support a data'collection effort. Assess-
ment of the desirabiliWofobtaining feedback data within the school- environ-
mentrequired consideration for data validity anheyaloe/usefulnesS'of
thedatalor curriceum.review purposes. ',InfOrmation from both areas; -1k]

i.e., "feasibility" and "desirability," was-relevant to the 'utility and
value the method for data collection and to recommendations concerning
its future use in:feedback data collection. The program was organized
obtain the necessary information

.,.

STUDY PLANNING

To assist subsequent decision making .about theconductlf the study;
discussions were held eary tnthe program with staff-personnel .at various
NAVEOTRACO$ activities.. These includdthe staffs of the Chief of Naval
Technical Training (CNTECHTRA), Naval Alr Technical Training (NATTC)
`MemphisvSermice School Ccimmand (SER_SCOLCOMreat Lakes and/San Piego;.
Commander. Training Command,'U.S. Atlantic Fleet Commander,.
Training COmmand,,U.S.-Pacific Fleet'(COMTRAPAC); and Fleet Training Center
(FLETRACEN); No olk. The distUstions mitered o

seTect,od of ` "A "" S ls,for "evaluwton"
training evaluation' needSandphilosoOhies
selection/development of feedback data,collectiOn methods and
procedures Suitablrfor use in the school environment.'

SCHOOL SELECTION-, ThaTNET taskingstipulated that work. be conduOte with
.

a minimum of six ratings Cunspecifie0..,. The six "A" schools in,the study
were selected by TAEG andCNET 015 staff following conversations witWand
retoMmendations'Made-by-appropriate.command personnel. A number of criteria
were applied to the selection of ,schools. These included:

identification by apprdpriate, responsible, local. command personnel
of schools/courses- which were in deed of evaluative feedback

9
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unclassified-curricula

geographic representation o advanced schools, especially IT
school% Sp

representative sample of Navy jobs

sufficient numbers of personnel in the ratings of interest projetted
for assignment to theadvanced,sChools, to permit a reliable .

assessment of:the course-'and the dicta collection method within a
reasonable period of time

willingness q,f the "'A "" school to support-. the data ,ebllection
effort provide subject mattereXpertise,for instrument
development, personnel to conduct-interviews; adeqbate

The first six schools which met
for.evaluation.

L

these principal criteria wer4 selected

METHOD DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. During the early program discussibris, school
personnel cited needs for feedback information which could be used to
identify training deficiencies and at the. same time provide specific detail
concerning the nature of any-suchdeficiencies.--They also expressed the
view that, to minimize staff and student involvement, data_ ollection from
any one individual should not exceed approximately 1 hour.

Subsequently', the dedision was made to develop "a structured
method for data collection at the schools. It was believed, that this method
could yield more detailed information thanother.possiblejnethods (see ref.
9). A number of other considerations also supported this decision. 'Previous
TAB studies had already produced a viable questionnaire.method,foricollect7
ing feedback data (see refs. 3 and CNET desired that an
method bedeveloped and evaluated. A structured interview method could\be
used more readily in thesschool context than in the fleet setting becaus
of the easier CNET access:to poteniial interviewees. It was also assume
that,' Overall, there would be -fewer competing demands on the time of petty
officers attending school than on those in .operational fleet billets,

in.designing instruments and procedures to conduct interviews, full
consideration was given to the realities of the school context and the
?sires of schooT staff. .AccordinglY,design features weredeliborately
ncorporated to facilitate the schools' implementation of the Oe'hod,..to

minimize time requirements for data collection, and to obtain detailed,
information about possible training deficiencies."

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW METHdb.

/- = The" structured interview concepts employed w re adapted from procedures
:.previoUsly used in fleet feedback projects (for e ample, refs.JAnd 13)

.. The:int-a\ rview was designed to acquire specific daft:a concernin4 recent

graduate -s per orMance ofjob tasks in the fleet formhich,be had received
training -t his "A" school. Three ca edories of. job_ askiinformation,were

of interest. These involved school Med tas recent :graduates;
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did not perform -in their fleet assignments

performed on thejob but with difficulty

performed .on the job without difficulty.,

The first category provides informatibn for assessing the relevancy,of
school toining to operati,onal'job'requirements. The second identifies
Perfornianci difficulties which may-be correctable by school training.
More specific, information regarding reasons either for nonperformanceor
for performdnce difficulties wassolicited during the interview. The third
tategOryidentifies taskS for which remedi-1 training need not be considered.
However, it can provide information'conder ing possible overtraining Ay:a
school.

DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT Three forms were deVeloped:fordata.
Collection:

AO,
4

%
a Background Data Formfor collecting information about the
school attendees and selecting indilviduals tcfbe interview

Feedback Data Form to guide he'interview and for recording
data a

a Reason Code Sheet which listed

possible reasons for graduate difficulty in task performance

.., reasons why graduates did not perform.some tasks..

These forms are described further below.

-Back round Data Forms. Background\bata.Forms.were used with each rating to
o ta.n information about the individuals attending IT and "C" schools
within the NAVEDTRACOM.'-Data requested included: rate, Navy Wisted
Classifications (NEC), billet titles, type and location of turreht and:-
previous duty stations, and length of service This type of information
was desired to permit sorting and comparing of interview data on the
.basis of selected background gariables.-Questions on the forms also'
- addressed opportunity to observe recent "A" school graduates, perform,im,
their fleet jobs, number of*aduatesobserved, and length of observation.
This information was needed to determine whom among the adVanced school
_students could be considered qualified evaluators of graduate job per-:
formance4, Arbitrarily, a "qualified evaluator" was defined as an individual
Who within the past year hod observed the fleet performance of at least
one recent "A" school graduate for a minimum of.3 months-. Only individuals
meeting this criterion were interviewed.''In addition to the purposeS
noted above, background data were also used to describe and summarize the
characteristics of the 9toups from whomfeedback data were obtained and
to assess the representativeness of school groups to appropriate fleet
groups. This issue bears on the question of validity of data from the. f_

school source. A sample Background Data Form is containEd in the appendix.
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(

Feedback Data. Form. he FeedbatEData,fb-fm waslhe primary in-strumen
74767 the structured interviews. The form was divided- nto twoparts.
The first part, "A,V.:could be complete by respondents` riot to the
interview. ° The second part, "13," wasdesigned-for th nterviewees,use
in conductini the interview and,for recordingcOmmen

The first page of-the Feedback Data For tamed instructions for
completion of part A. Yhe,left hand column ed specific job tasks for
a given rating. Subsequent columns in part provided spaCe for respondents
to select one of the three alternativWeategorie5 for each task:. Categcy
selection was based on interviewee obseryations of a typical "A" school
graduate during the graduate's= first 6-manths of -duty in the chit ,If
specific tasj was not usually'dbne by the typical,_recent gradbate, the
"Don't Do" category was to be checked, If the task was done and-the_ gradbate
had no difficulty in performing it,'the 'no With Ease" citegOrys checke
If the task was done but the graduate had difficulty peirforming:it, the "Do`.
With Difficulty"category was checked. At all, schools, the optiOn -of having',
the respondent complete part A prior to being interviewed was selected. Time
to complete part A' was'recorded.- A s6Mple.. Feedback Data Fort 15 dontained in
the appendix.'

A standard procedure -was useci_aproSsIll ratings/SC.1'16)1s foi/ initial-
development of:the/job task statements used on the Feedback Data Forms. In/
each in5tance,TAZG tompiled a tdsk list for a rating from the current Naval.
Occupational. 'Task Analysis. Program (NOTAP) job task inventory for'that rating.
All technical job.tasks .perforMed by 20 percent or more of :E-3S were- included
in these initial listings. The' task lists wererpviewed4by the:apPropriate
school staff for clarity, specificity, and releVance to tflpir "A".school,
curriculum. The listliggs were revised'by school staff to:,include .oily those
tasks for which the particular "A"'school actually provided training. In
some cases, tasks not incfOed on an-initial NOTAP-derived-listing were_added
by school ltdffas-ftems for which'feedbadk was especially desired.

.,"

The FT school considered the NOTAP job task inventory'to be unsuitable
for the development of task statements for that school's FeedbaCk-Data Forfn.
The,FT "A" school curriCuluM is giVen in, two phasis.-'Individualswith a 4
year service obligation. (4 YOs) receive only Phase I of the curriculum.
Those-with a 6-year obligation (6 Y0s),,xe,c:eive both phases plus "C" school
training relevant to anticipated future assignments. The FT school
stated that the NOTAP- list was more relevant to the fleet work of 6 YOs Man,
to 4 YOs. - The 4 YOs, consonant with their training, are normally expected to/
perform only the more basic subtasks related to a listed..NOTAP task. Since
the FT portion of the study was toncerned,onlywith the phase I curriculum,
the task statements developed for the FT Feedback Data Form reflected only
these basic subtaskS.

. Part of the Feedback Data Formwas completed by the interviewer
during the interview secs -ion'. -The,interviewer reviewed the respondent's

)

selection of task categories (part Wand solicited and recorded reasons why:

i

tasks were classified as "Don't- Do'r-Or "Do With Difficulty." A 1 t of
suggested reasons, "Reason Codes," waS'provided the respondent'f0 non-
performance of a task or for task - performance difficulty The in er-
'viewerrecorded,the.interViewee's choices-of reason codeS-and all other

t
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amplifying'informationicomments,obtained. Finally, the interviewer asked
ifthe respondent had any additional comments to make concerning i rovement
of "A" school-trainlrig. These'were reccirded on the last sheet of e Feed-,
back Data Form- At the. .completion of the interview, the Interviewer recorded
the time required on the cover sheet.

Reason Codes., Reason codes consisting of le ers representing possible
reasons:fornonperformance or for difficulty o..performance were developed
for use.dUring interviews. The lett& codes provided a shorthand method
of recording data, served As examples of the kind and level of explanatory
information sought, simplifiedlanual data recording, and permitted
machine protes5ing,\

For each ratingischoo a list of "reasOns" why tasks were not
perfi9rmed or were Performed with diffYLltywas initialTy'devised byTAEG.
Each-i.St was'revieWed_bythe appropriate school staff to insure its
applicabi -lity to the rating. An expanded/list.bf"reasons" is contained
to- the appendix. Some examples, are presented belOw-

- , 4-r ,

.EXaMples of reasons used. with "Don't Do'.' selections are:

Task Dot don `ion my--ship/station/aircraft/system.
/_

a,skknot exptioted of someone in recent graduate's rate /or level
of,expr enc6:,

4
Task expected of recent graduatesbut-average graduate unable

Perform.'

1

reasons used for "Do.W4th Difficulty" selections are:

DoeWtknOw which fool s orequipment tp u e

aeSn't'know how to use tools'orequipn Ott p.operlY4'

of proper equipment to accomplish task.

now'how to,use technical manuals/ptblications or other
OfArences properly.

nteryiew sessions, interviewers solicited amplifying
uppok-ing the interviewee's selection of specific reason

f:-CtIdes an oncerning which aspects of the job tasks were difficult'for,
grapuates-to-perform.

;,r

ANTERVIEWEES. Within the six NAEDTRACOM schools, 281 individuals
interviewed. These were petty officers who:

had recently ITVIrried-from the fleet to attend. IT school or
"C"-level courses

held one of the eight ratings of interest to the prograth



had observed the fleet job performance of recent graduates of
the appropriate "A" school for a minimum period of 3 months

. within the immediately preceding'year.

For the MS portion of the'program, 82 petty officers still serving in
operatiDnal fleet billets (who met the third qualification listed above
werk interviewed to obtain informatjon about the flec job performanbe of
recent MS "A" school graduates. ,Data from this fleet group were used to
-assess directly the validity of 8ata.obtained from MS petty officers
within the NAVEDTRACOM. This topic IS discussed more fully below.

To provide sufficient data on which to blise reliable conclusions, a
decision was made to continue data collection at each activity until a
minimum of 30 interviews had been completed. Because of infrequent
scheduling of petty officers to the IT and their respective "C" schools,
and the fact that-not all Attending had o1served "A" school grAduate per-
formance, data collection required longer Oriods of time than, originally
anticipated. (See section. III.)

DATA COLLECTION. -During initial project coordination-visits to the schools,_
regularlpassigned Civilian education and training specialists and/or
military staff were ideptified by the cognizant commands to conduct inter7
views of the .'advancetf-students.. At all schools, the lOcal Curriculum
instructional Standards Office.(CISCO monitored/coordinated data collection
efforts. TAEG personnel alSo conducted inte ews at the schools.

tt.

Mast of the individuals who functioned as interviewers participated
in a 2 hour training session condUcted'by TAEG at each school.,,. This was'
given to promote standardization (and, thereby, enhance reliWlityYiof the'
interview procedures. The training featured a videotape ol,a inter=
View. accompanied. by a verbal explanation/di-cuSsion of 'the desired interview.
prOcedures. and use -of.data collection instruments. Js-Several instances,
designated personnelalsopbserved TAEG staff conduct interviews.

. I,n sohe,
cases, owing6 loCaT command needs, individuals other than those "trained"
were assigned to collect data from theadvanced school students. All indi-
.viduali% however, did receive an interview kit which contained detailed.
instructions for conducting interviews.

Selecting and scheduling of individuals for interviews were accomplished
at the local level. Practices employed varied at different locations
because of different administrative procedures affecting availability of
the advanced students,- At'some NAVEDTRACOM locations, Background Data
Sheets were\distributed and- completed during class time; at othersthey
were completed by students as part of 'a .school's routine check -In Oocedure.
Most,"qualified"-individuals (i.e., had observed'"A" school graduatefleet
performance .for. the specified period and length of -time) first comple0
part A of the Feedback Data Form and were then scheduled for interviews a

later date. For the most part,. interviews were conducted on a time-
availablebasisiduring the Studen tLs staYatthe advanced, school. The
schools were encouraged, however- to conduct interviews with the student's
as soon as possible after.theira rival,to avoid any possible "biasin " -

effects that could occur from continuing exposure to Training Command
concerns, attitudes, or "problems."

14
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For the MS portion of the prOgram,leedback data were.collected-from
s Obi attendees at the SERVSCOLCOM, San Diego,and at: theAETRACEW,
Norfolk. Data were also collected from fleet MS....personnel at the Recruit
Training Center, Orlando and within East and West Coast fl' et units. At
the FLETRACEN, data were cgiTected from "C" school students on a time
,available basis. All interviews at the FLETRACEN were Conducted by the
Curriculum Instructicinal Standards Officer. TAEG personnel interviewed.
MSs at Orlando. These MSs were scheduled by their command. ,IntervieWS to
collect data from East Coast fleet ships and shore units wei.econducted by
the Alavy Food Management; Team (NAVFOODMGTM) at Norfolk. The NAVFOOPMGTM°
at San -Diego interviewed MSs at West Coast activities_, All interviews by
NAVFOODMGTM personnel' were conducted during routine assistance visits to
fleet actiyities. On both coasts, interviews 'wereconductedona,time-
available, noninterfering basis by the NAVFOODMGTMs. At all'fleetactivitieS
(including Orlando), parts A-and B of the Feedback -Data Form were completed
simultaneously.

DATA PROCESSJNG,AND ANALYSIS'

Data collected-by NAVEDTRACDM personnel within the,schools
,

(inclueng
Background Data Forms completed by indiViduals who had not observed recent
graduate performance for the required length of time) were Mailed to
TAEG. DOta collected by the NAVFOODMGTMs (for MSs) were also. mailed.
Within..TAEG, all data wererecorded on worksheet forms.devised to 1-
tate.data summarization and analysis. (Separate sets Of
course, -used for each ratingischool.)

1

,ere recorded on large worksheet forms devised for
th1.-, purpose. 12rom part A and part*B wgre recorded on "Presentation
of Data" works ets. One worksheet fo a* used to reco d all interview
dada for each given task. Tabuiations made from the orksheet entries
of the cumber of times tasks were,, judged b interviewees a "Do With
Ease," "Do With Difficulty," or "'Don't Do. In addition, counts were made)
of the number of times each Reason Coder-Was chosen for tasks categorized
as "Do With Difficulty" or -"Don't Do."/ Comments made by interviewees
pertainingto,each task--either to clarify why particular I3eason Cedes
were Selected or to add amplifying information--were also recorded on
these farms.

Worksheet data were used to determine the degree to which recent
graduateswere utilized to perform the job tasks, of a rating at activities
represented by the interviewees. This was expressed as the percentage of
interviewees who reported that the graduates were ued at fleet units to
perform each of the various job tasks.. Utilization percentages were
calculated by dividing the sum of all "Do With Ease" and "Do With Diffi-
culty" responses for a task by the to.tal'numberof responses for that task
.arid multiplying the quotient by 100. These "utilization percentages%
reflect-rele vancy of school training for the graduates' fleet jobs.

The worksheet'. data were also used to determine the degree of difficulty
(conversely ea") with which gradUates performed-,eachof the various job
tasks. of a rating. Thepercent of respondents (interviewees) who thought
thp'graduates'theyobserveidid a task with- difficulty was derived by
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dividing the number of To With Difficulty" selections for each task by
the sum of all."Do With Ease" and l'.00 Wolth Difficulty" responses for
task and multiplying the,qUetieq- by.100. (Computationally, 100 minus the
"Do With. Difficulty" percenta4edgfves the "Do With Ease" percentage for a
task.) These-"percent difficulty" values provide. indications of areas where
school training-for the-performance.of given tasks may be deficient.

SPECIAL ANALYSES. Fortwo of the schools (MS andAV), opportunities were
made'-to evaluat assess the equivalence of feedback data obtained from .°

individuals in different assignment categories.

For the MS rating, feedback data collected in the schools were s atis-
ticallg compired fb data collected within the fleet. This comparison was
important to the overall program since it bars directly on the issue of
the validity of feedback from the school source. ',Finding's that school
data are equivalent to-fleet datd means that they should lead to essen--
tiallYthe same condlusiOns about a training program. Therefore, data
from thiS school source Can substitute for feedback'from the fleet.

jor,the .akilonics rating's (AT, AQ, AX), dPta were collectfrom
sufficient-.numbers of IT school stmdentS ane school students to permit
a comnirison-of feedback from these. two sources. Petty officers attendib

.1s are typically pore senior than those attending "C"schools.
ciance, their views may,differ from the "C"' school students' views. .AccOrd-r.
ingly, it was important to determine if there'were any substantial Aifferenc'
in thejeedback data from these two groups.OfInterviewees. Findings that.,
the dafa were equivalent wouldimeanthat data could'be gathered ineliscrim.'
inately from either group and be used separately, or mixed', with confidence's
t4teither set/sour.ce of datE "would lead to essentially the same conclusions
about the .job performance of recent graduates. .c (Findings that -the data'
were not equivalent in this case would. Orovide.nofnformation concerning

-which source was' the most desirable for-obtaining-feedback.) #This informa-
tion was considered impirtant-to the overall program since, with few
exceptions, the number- of :individuals assigned annually, to IT school from

,7a particular rating is relptivelx_small while a fairly. substantial-number
attend the °C" schools

For all comparisons, data equivalence was atseSsedJthrough the use of
the Pearson-Product moment correlation technique, ,(see ref. 5).:, This
statistic yields a coefficient of correlation (r) which indicates numerically
the degree,ofrelationship between two sets of variables. Correlation
coefficients may.take on valtles:ranging from 0 to plus or minus 1. High
correlation coefficients indicate that distributions, of rtings/Values are
similar. Correlation does not address questions of similarity in magnitude
(e.g., whether these are significant differeAces in the average values of
variables). High ,positive corgelations between appropriate distributions.
of ratings/values obtained from different sources would supportconclusions
that the sources prov4de equivalent data.

METHOD EVALUATION

70 provide a. partial for evaluating the structured interview
method used, information was desired f-com schocil staff concerning the

4
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value or usefulness for curriculum review of various aspects of the data.
To Otairv.this information, all data for each ratinOwv-critically
reviewed by subject matter exRerts °(SME) at the appropriate schOol$.

-A . .

At the completion of datR(collection concerning each school, completed
"Presentation of Data" worksheets for the job taskS evaluated for a rating
wer_-.7s)ent to that, school. Copies of summary data reflecting graduate

ilization to perform school - trained tasks and difficulty,of task per-
formance, plus all general:comMents made by- interOeweo, concerning changes
improvements to the -"A" 'school's training; -were al§o transmitted.

At each school, five staff members reviewed the-data. Each ME
completed, indepenOently of the otherstone "Used' -1-7ss,of -(1-°

for each task. -These worksheets were esnp `J, NuraJse.
SMEs recorded _their opinions'on sikA78- about the ujefulness of
sorting the job tasks. into, three ,__:egories, usefulness of the reason
ides and interviOide comqhts, and about the overall usefulness of the

data. The rating'scale.alldwe'd three 'choices for the assessment: "Not
Helpful," "Of SoMe Help!'" "Very Helpful." The SMEs also assessed the data
for their conteie'utfon td training problem 'identification.

The completed "USefulness of Datai worksheets were returned by mail
from the MS and MR schools and collected during visits tdthe,other s.chools.,
A these otherodhools, working meetings were held between `TAEG and sckoOl
s 'f- to discuss data value and usefulness. In all.casesx summaries bf
teSEdata were prepared to reflect c011ective opinions.
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SECTION III

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings of thelprog am which bear om the issues of feasibility and
_desirability of obtaining trOning'feedback from-petty officer students within
the NAVEDTRACOM are presented below: In this'section, summary data obtained
pvgr all six schools-are used-where necessary to support particular findings and'`

\ to facilitate disc-ssions concernin data use'and interpretation. However,
detAilvd evaluatic,i datd concerning specific aspects-of a particular school
slurricultm- O'e_no,,. reported.. his information can-be-obtained from the indivistual
school '-,waivation reports (refs. 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12).-' Information gathered
14ring ,tne,program concerning, the value and/ usefulness for eurriculum review of

. he mdAid used is also presented.

FEASIBILITY ISSUE

. .

Findings concerning a4ects.df the feasibility'of collecting training_`
feedback within NAVEDTRACOM schools.th given below.

TIME TO COMPLETE INTERVIEWS. Time to c011ict data bears directly on the issue
of feasibility of collecting datalithin the,schobi envilonment.''.ThiS.
important'both for its implications for "lost" class'time for the interviewees
and also for the e which -schoorstaff lose froMother dutJes while conducting
interview i. *-

.The average.timesArequire0 to complete part A. 'and' part 8 of the':''intervieW"
procedure are shown in(tableJ* 1-'6 appreciable staff time -was involved in part
A.since thd interviewee-coMpletd this independently. Part B did involve both
intdrviewer'andintervtewee time The total tine shown in'the table iS simply
the sum of.the two means which reflects an average time .for a student to complete
bbth. parts -of the interview procedure.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE, TIMES (MINUTES) TO COMPLETE INTERVIEWS

Rating

Average Compl6tion Times

Part: A 4 'Part B f Tasks Total Average

AD 10. 25 50 35

MR 14 42 63 56

EN 16 21 45 , 37

MS .. 23 38 83 61

AV1 17 26 51 43

FT 14 36 31 50

.

Includes AT, AQ, Ak ings
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In, =he worst cases (MR, MS), the-average time required for a resPOdent
(interviewee) to cor,plete the procedure was. approximately 1 hour. Staff time to

conduct the interviews (part B) did not exceed 45 minOtes. This met the expec-.
tations/deSires of school commands to limit interviewto approximatlely 1 hour.
Accordingly, there were no suggestions of undue burdens being placd on the
schools by virtue of regularly assigned school staff taking Vme off from other
duties. to conduct the interviews. Over all six schools, the average student
time to address/discuss any one job task was 64 seconds. Thus, for future 'data
collection with both parts of the procedure beinli completed simultaneously,
attention could be focused on at least'50 job tasks within a hour period.

AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED JUDGES. A seconA7asPect of-the feasibility issue-,
concerned the availability within the schools of qualified judges of "A"
school gradftte perforpance. For the program conducted, a qualiftpd respondent
was arbitrarily defined as an individual ("C" school or IT school studen who
had within theimmediately precedin' year, observed thefleefjob performance
of at least one recent (i.e., 3-6 Jis after graduation) "A" school graduate
for a minimum of 3 MOpths.

Table 2 shows the number of indtvidals reported attending IT and "C"
schOols during periods of the study. Pt alsoLshowsthe number (and percentage)
ineach rating who met the eligtbility criterion. According to :the data
in ,the table,(which was reported by the participating schools), it can be
expectdt that approximately--45 to 80 percent of IT students in a rating and 50
to 75 percent of those selectY for "C" school,can.provide feedback on "A"
school training. The proportion of MS "Cr school students at the SERVSCOLCOM,
San Diego, who reported that they had not Observed recent "A" school graduate
performance,is unusually high. The exact reasons for this are unknown.0 In
view of the Ncirfolk "C" school-data, however, and data from the other ratings,

anticipated that future amplesof MS "C" school students at San Diego-
.would show approXimately the same values as the other schools.

The final column of table- 2 shows the percentage (in parentheses) of
advancedAtudents IT and "C" school students combined) who were con-
sidered/to be qualified judges of "A" school graduate perfomance. These
data suggest that approximately 6 of every 10 (median percentage, equals 64)
petty officers Ordered to the NAVEDTRACOM for advaked training can provide
feedback information concerning an "A" school graduate's` performance. Thus,for future data collection efforts, the numEler of potential interviewees can
be estimated. as 60 percent of the A05 or projected student. input.

One additional point is releVant to the question of future, dat ,collectionfrom IT and/or "C" school students. This concerns the number of in -vidualswho should be interviewed to obtain reliable feedback data. concerning "A" schooltraining. The TAEG study program was more directly aimed at the evaluation
of the methodology deveTOped than at evaluation of an "A" school's training.
A greater'number of interviews were needed for reliable assessment of the methodthan would normallybe needed for curr.iculum evaluation purposes. While no
universal rule.cahrbe given regarding the number of individuals to interviewto obtain reliable feedback data, a convenient rule of thumb is to continueinterviewing,until no new'information is being obtained. That is, when inter-
viewee comments, for example, become highly redundant to information alreadyobtained it can be considered that further datp collection is unnecessary.
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TABLE 2. iDISTRIBUTIO OF PETTY OFFICERS INTERVIEWED
WITHIN THE NAVEDTRACOM 1

Rating

Data C Ilection,
yerldd

'Number
Attending

Number
(andl)'s-

Interviewed
ToP1 No.
(and %)
Iriterviewed

4Start End, IT School chpol IT-Schoolt, C School

A 5/2/7 11728/78 1 : 1 4 5 9 (64) 35 (63) 44 63

R 6/21/78 12/148/78 8 - 59 6 (75) 32 (54) 38

ENr- 7426/78' 5/14/79 11845(451
't

/46 (55) -51 (54)

MS
1

d'21/78a 2/27/79, 12 128 10 (83) 38 (30) 48 (34)
\

L
,

b
/

5/21/78 11/1'7/ 8 26 a .17 (65) 17 (65)

AV2 5/11/78c TAg 7 38 30 (80) 30 (80)

11/08/78-
,1

1/26/79 '38'. - 28.(74) 28 '(74)

FT 7/25p8 8/31/79 18 14 14 (78) 11 (79) 25,(78)

1

Does not include 82 MSs interviewed in fleet billets

a_
SERVSCOLCOM, San Diego
b-
FLETRACEN,-,Norfolk

ncludes AT,,AQ,_AX ratings

c_IT
studen

"C" school students.

E uivalenceof IT and "C" SChool Student Data. During theprograM, a logical
question arose an67*ing the equitlence of IT studentand "C" school Student
feedback data, Ttlis issue has dirdtt implications for the number of "qualified"
'judges available Within the ComMand. The correlation obtained between AV IT
and "C" school students,:',, data for percent. utilization of recent-q Al graduates
to perform surveyed jobtasks was .86. The correlation,between the-data for the
percent reporting graduate,ease/difficulty of task accomplAShment was .71. Both
correlations are statistically ,significant. Both reflect a high degree of
relationship betweefr the data from the two groups and support aconcluslon that
f6edback data 'from either interchangeable. Thus, feedback data of the
formCcollected'dt7rin- this'pft4ram whether obtained from IT or "C" school students-
should lead to esSenAally the ._ame conclusions about school training even though

--

the IT school students were considerably more senior (i.e., higher rated; greater
time in service) than\the "C" schbol students.`. This finding is important since
the movjority of petty Off'cer students within the NAVEDTRACOM areassignedto
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"CleVel courses. Alfhough, this assessment could only be made for -ne,ANC- iCS
Technidian it is believed that similar results. would be obtained for other

.

ratings,

DESIRABILITY ISSUE

The:Most,iMportant consideration underlying the deslrabllity ofobtainim_
training feedback withip the NAVEDTRACQM is the-validity'of thedata obtained.'
from the advanced school students. In this context, validity refers: -to the.
equiRlence of data from school groups and cqrrent fleet users of the -"A" school
'graduates. During the,prograM, data validity was (1) inferred based.on examina-
tion of theAnterviewees' background characteristivand,(2) assessed statisti,

*.cally for the MS rating.

VALIDITY OF SCHOOL FEEDBACK DATA. Feedback obtained within the NAEDTRACOM was
assumed-to -be valid for the reasons presented below. At all six schools, the
petty officers interviewed had only recently returned from fleet bilgets (i.e.,
within the previOus 6 to 8 weeks). Theyreported,to school billets from broad,
diverse .gratps. of Navy units typical of those to which the respective "A" school,
graduates are assigned. Asa group, the intervieWeeshad a Wide range and
breadth of experience in their respective ratings.ll had-recent opportunity
to observe the fleet ,job performance-of,"P school graduates. Because of these
factors, it is believed that they adequately represented fleet users of the'"A"
school graduates (i.e., they constituted representative samples of the Targer'fleet
us4rvOulations). Accordingly, it was assumed that OP data obtained from the
school groups would be-equivalent to data from individuals still serving in fleet
billets.

For the MS ratimg, opportunity was created to?test this conclusion statis:
cally. AS mentioned,previously, feedback data were collected simultaneously
from MSs )4ttendingNAVEOTRACOM schools and MSs currently in fleet billets.
Eighty-Oree job :tasks-were evaluated by each group Correlational analyses
were performed'on the data.from the two grpupsof:MSS. The correlation between
grad:date utilization proportions reported -by 82 fleet MS,petty officers and
those reported by 6$ petty officers attending IT ancL"C"'schools was .91. The
correlation between fleet reported performance diffidulty proportions and school
source reports of performance difficulty, was .87. These high correlations:
indicate that the two,sources do prOvide equivalent information.

While the above finding is specific to the MS rating (and the type of data
collected), there are no reasons apparent to suggest thatthe school source
would provide training feedback information different:from the fleet source 'W.-
most; if not all, other ratings as well. Exclusive future reliance,on the
school source for feedback information does not seem warranted, however; since,
there may be only relatively small numbers of advanced students (who have observed
"A" school graddate pert: rmance) available within the.NAVEDTRACOM at any given
point in,time. Dependit upwthelurgency of feedback needs, data from fleet
personnel will probably still be desirable.

USE AND INTERPRETATION OF FEEDBACK DATA

Information concerning the use and interpretation of graduate 'task utilization
and task. performance difficulty/ease- data is given below. Summaries of data
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#

-obtained during the program are Used to facilitate the discdSsion. These -summaries
0

should not be,used to formulateconclOsions about a particular school's training.
The,detalled information preseed in the indiVidual.'reports (refs. 2, 6,.7, 10,-
11, and 12) is

presented
more suitable, for this-purpose:

UTILIZATION DATA,- Table number,of tasks for each rating falling
into various -percent util-L_Ljon categories and the number of tasks eval4ted
for. eacho-ating. The table shows, for the units represented by-the individdals'
interviewed, the pertentage(s) of toKal; recent "A" school graduates wild
Were used to perfor'm job- tasks for wttta the receiyed training at the school.

read Y.Two e5amples of pow to rea table 3,, re: 4 '=

,typical
- _

91 ta-190 pertent,,
8 of- 50 'school -try

--

81 to 90 ..per

to perform
viewees.

-cent AD! "A" school graduates performed.
their assigned units

cR

ital, recent,MS "A" school graduates were used
ciol- rained tasks evaluated by the MS _inter-

-TA8LEv " SCHOOL GRADUATES' FLEET
IZATIONTOPERFORM SCHOOL`- TRAINED TASKS

416mbers AndCumulative Percent) of Tasks Falling into
Each,Ut Azation Category for a Specified Rating

AD- -. EN MS AV1 FT

Percent
Uti 1 i zatiOnj

Valu-es

81-90

71 -80

61:70

5160

4f-50,

31-40

21r-k

1120

0-10

t-(41) 6 (13)

9 (56) 5 (24)

9 (70) 12 (51)

12 (89) 2 (56)

7(100) 10 (78)

6 (91)

Q (91)

4(100

Number of
EVATuated,

14 (84)

3 (90)-

4 (98.

00

10, (12)

25 (421

18(64)

7 t72)

'6 (80)

15 (98)

2 (100)

3 (25

7 (39)

7 (53)

3 (59)

9 (76)

7 (90)

3 (96)

2 (100)

3 (10

1 (13)

4 (26A

(35)

5 (52)

4 ;65)

6 (84)

4 (97)

1 (100)

50 63 45, 83 51 31

Inc AX- ratings



The cumulative -

table, can be
fovl_ opeiatiohal

Sc of gfaduates

utilization values, shown 16 parentheses,in the
.out ways to assess the felevancy-of school tralning. ,

nts. 'For-exaniple, 51. -60 percent of the typical "A".

the units represented to perform:

90 perOent%li.e.,-'
the A rating

F
'of 50) cif-the job tasks considered

100 -ercent of:the 63'. job thsks evaluated by .MRs

78 percent ofthe,EN job tasks

80 perceptpf the MS JO tasks

76 perdent of the .AV job tasks

52 percent of the FT job-tasks.
- A

Overal Tv* the cumUlative percentages in the table ind4cate thal uti 1 izatio
of graduates to perform _school-tisained. -tasks is relatively high for all
the rattrigs surveyed, The data suggest the most job relevant curriculum.
(as reflected by the:-tasks evaluated fog e schools sueveyed) is the MR
gurriculum. At least 8ff percent of typical ecept graduates, are ,used at the'
units represented by the interviewees to per rm _more than half (56 percent)
of the tasks traihed at the "A" school. Fif pOcent or re =of the MR
graduates perform. all of the school-trained tasks at the units.

,Aggregated as they are for this report, percent utilization data could
be useful foe management information purposes. For example, utilization
data could be -used to oompare.different, schools- in terns .of the responsiveness
or relevance df their training to operational fleet job requirementS/expedta-
tions concerning graduates. At the indlvidual school level, the utilization
vgjue data are useful for-suggetting sptcific tasks for which school training

be either 'totally eliminated 'or training emphases thanged. Decisions-of
this type', howeve6 also require additional knowledge-concerning reasons for
nonuti 1 i zati on of the. graduates.

The interview procedure was designed to gather some of the necessary
additional information. The reason Codes used with "Don't Do" choices provided
one source of this information: Interviewee comments provided another.' Table
4 lists the pre-dorilinant reasons given (through the pechanism of reason code
se}ection) for nonfitlization of graduates. The primar=y reason given across all
ratings was that the task was not required at that particular nit. , Still, more
information is need however, concerning why such-tasks a not performed. In
this case, interviewee convnents should be examined to dete <jhe if training
emphass can be changed. It may be found, for, example, Certain job tasks
may no 'longer, be requirements of a rating.

PERFORMANCE .DIFFICULTUEASE Whi he p- cerit utilization values have
implications for relevance of School traintng. (i.e., "are the right things being
taught?"), the perceht difficulty values reflect on the quality of school -training
for the fleet job. These -values'relate to <<the question of "Howwell the school,
:prepares-individuals for the operational job."
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TABLE 4. SUMMARVOF REASONS FOR NONUTILIZATION OF GRADUATES
' to PERFORM SCHOOk 'TRAINED TASKS. --

Percent Time Reason
Code Selected
1* 2**,Rating

5 e.39

41 38

79 '12

8 24

69 -27

37 47

* Reason Code 1--Task not performed on my ship/aircra
**'Reason Code 27-Task not expected of Someone in recent

or level of experience

1-
InCludes AT, AO, AX rat ngs

on/sys
aduates's rite

Table-5. presents data Showing the se/difficulty-With which typical,
e ent "A" school graduates were report _d to perform job tasks at the units

stn d the interviewees. The table- shos the percent of recent graduates
Firs 11 n :who perform -agiven number cif tilRks with ease (cell entries); and

the percent of recent graduatdiwho perform the same tasks with difficulty (last
colUmn). . The table,shows,:for example, that 71780 perCent oftypicAl,_recent MR
"A" school graduates perform 20 job tasks of the rating with* difficulty (i.e.,
with:ease) and that 20 729:percent.Of:thergraduates h4ve diffiOlty performing
these same tasks. Examination of the -data in table 5 shows that, overall,'
typical "A!' school ,graduates -are reported to. have difficulty performing many of
the tasks for-which they received training at the schools .--

The perCenrdifficulty values are useful for,making preliAnary decisfons
conCerningthe.pessible existence of training "problems."-1 For example, if 1 of
every 5. grad*Rs' (20.Pertent.difficulty valde) is reported to .have difficulty
performing a Articulartask, additidnal infOrthation should be obtained to
determineff-trainingereqUires'attention. Two sources of SuCh,additional_
informatidn are available from the interview procedure: anon codes andAnter-
vieWte comments

For the program conducted, "reasons' PerfOrmance,, difficulties were
represented by letter codes ("A.," "B," "C, c.). Some-bifthese were aimed a
discovering which performance difficulties may not be attributable to and,
hence; not wily Correctable by school training (e.g., equipment operating
peculiarities, difficult access to equipment for task performance andother
peculiarities of-a specific work environment). A second source of information
concerning reasons fbr performance difficulties wps the comments mate about the
specific nature, of the performance difficulties.
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TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF GRADUATE. EASE OF TASK PERFO

Percent =2

Perform With
Ease Values

.91-100

01-90

71-80

5110

4i-50

31-40

21-317

11-20

0-10

NCE DATA

Number of Tasks in Each
Category for Rating

AD Mg EN MS

Percent Perform
.441th Difficulty

PT'Valdes

0-9

5 J 14 12 4 17 10-19

20, 17 24 20 -2

18 9 30-39-.

_11 40-49

12 2 50-59

7 2 5 10 60-69

70-79

a

4 80-89

90 -100

Number of
Tasks Evaluated , 50 63 45 83 . 51 31

1
Includes AT,,AQ, AX ratings

Taken together, these two sources provided information to assess which tasks
`should/Could be addressed-in terms of remedial training and also:the "type"- of
remedial 'datiop indicated to correct subseptient on the job performance diffi-
culties. Reasons given for performance diffikulties were highly- variable
across the ratings surveyed. Consequently, they cannot be succinctly summarized
here. This information is contained, however, in the individual' school rePortiv
(refs..2, 6, 7, 10, 11, and612).

METHOD EVALUATION-

,As mentioned previously all data obtained-from the interviews werelFeviewed

by:five staff SMEs-at each of the six-schools. This review was requested by the
.TAEG to provide an- evaluation of the structured interview method in terms of
the usefulnesof the dath for curriculum reviewand its relevance for.
identifying training problems:
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DATA USEFULNESS. Table 6 summarizes SMEs opinions across the six "A" schools
concerning the usefulness of the interview data for curriculum reviw.-
The entries in the cells are average (mean) "usefulness" values. Thee were

apcomputedby assigning:

"0" to "not helpfu ' choices

"1" to "of some help" choices

"2" to "very helpful" choices.

The means were derived by dividing the sum of the numerical values by the number
of tasks evaluated for a rating. .

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF SME OPINION OF USEFULNESS OF THE INTERVIEW DATA

Mean'Usefu,Thess Ratings-----,
AD EN,

,

MS'

,-

AV

Usefulness of "Do
with Ease," "D 't

Do" and "Do with
Difficulty" Figures

1.94 1.11 1.98 1.0 1.14 1.19

Usefulness of Reason
`Codes and.Figures 1.18 1.08 1.56 .99 .88 1.10

Usefulness of Comments
(Clear, precise, etc) 1.16 .

.

1.06 1 . _ ,92 1.18 1.10

Overall. Usefulness of
Data 1.42 1.03

v
1.84 1.0 1.06 1

1
InclUdes AT, AQ, AX ratings

As is evident from the tab1, school SMEs generally considered the data,
to be helpful for curriculum review. 'Reason codes which provided reasonsfor
graduate difficulties or' for nonperformance of tasks were also generally..
considered, helpful. Thdy were considerett to be of most use, however, when
they were coupled with amplifying comments which explained the reasons for their
selection.

t.

Interviewee commentswhich provided detailed information concerning the
specific nature of graduate performance difficulties were generally considered
by all SMEs to be the most useful feature of the data. However, the technical
content and clarity of the comments varied considerably. This should probably
be attributed to the relative inexperience of. the interviewers rather than to
any inherent defects of ,the method'. As experiente is gained with, interviewing
procedures, interviewersusually become more skillful in extracting directly
relevant, detailed information and in stating it in more clear and concise terms.
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TRAINING PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION. A final consideration concerning the Value
of any feedback data c lection method pertains to the extent triwhith obtained..
data permitidentiftCat_on.of trainiwdefiCienctes.. Figure 1 surlmariies.SMEss
obinions across the-six_schools.contening the !Yelevan -4-Of the interview .,

data for permittingAden.ification.Of trainlpg 1!pf,obi The tellt shoW'the
Into ,eath7category.: Placement of:a task within a given

category was, either. by SME consensus ,(AD, EN, AV, FT) or agreement of at least.
.3 ar the 5:reviewers at a school (MS,. MR,). As.the table shows-,-SMEs'identified
a substantial' number of tasktras representing areas of training. deficiency,

,

POSTNOTE

For future data:0611ection it is desirable that personnel assigned
interviewing dUtiesjiave better (i.e., more) training and /or greater
procedural experience than those employed in.this program; this would
undoubtedlyenhance the reliability Of the procedure and result' in more
direct, concise statements concerning the riliture of gradUate job perfo-
A4fficillties'. HoWever; the over-all results of the study did demonstr to that-
Anterviewing duties could be shared: among_ a variety of school'personnelwho-are
relatiVely inexperienced in interviewing techniques. As long.as the procedures
are followed in a reasonable. way, useful data oambe.obtained1::

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

During this study program, training feedback data. concerning the curricula
of six "A" schools /courses were collected within the NAVEDTRACOM from 281 petty
officers representing eight-different ratings. Data were also collected from
82 MS petty officers still serving in fleet billets. A structured interview
method was used for'data collection. Dataand _experience gained during the
program were usedjo assess the feasibility an4 desirability of obtaining
feedback ata within the school environment and to evaluate the utility of
the structured interview method forthisfpurpose. The principal findings of
the program whith bear on its overall Wjectives .are summarized below.

. -

.advanced'sc ols
1. A review of the background characteristics,of petty officers attend-

ing

assignments led the,conclusion that feedback provAded by them would. not
within the NAVEDTRACOM and the recency of their fleet

o
differ substantially from feedback that could be gathered from their counter-
partt,still serving in operational fleet billets. Thus, training-feedback
from the school petty officer groups who were interviewed during the study
program was considered to be valid.

2. The structured interview method yields valuable data for curriculum

review. The data are useful for identifying training deficiencies and the
nature of those deficiencies

3. Approximately 60, percent of the petty officers assigned to advanced
courses within the NAVEDTRACOM were qualified to evaluate the fleet job per-
formance of recent "A"-school graduates. *

4. The AV portion-of the study progra0 demonstrated that essentially
the same information about "A" school graduate fleet job performance can be
Obtained from ei-her TT school students or more junior"C" school students.

.28



Rat ng-

EN, AV

4 Six Course
NAVEDTRACOM-
Average.(Median

Data suggest little difficulty iq performance;
therefore, no problem is apparent

- .30 .60 .37 .62 .19 .34

Data ntify a training problem: .62 .27 .43 38* .81 ,w.
.

.52

The problem should be addret d in
fthe.A1 course .280 .00 .09 .20' .05 .81 .14

The problem thould be addressed in
another segment of the training
pipOine (including correspondence
courses and. OJT) .60 .70

.

.27

,

.43 .16 '.19 .35

Data imply training is not the primary ca se
of difficulty or that' identification a a

training problem is inconclusive .10 .00 .13 .20 .00 .00 .05

Number of Tasks Evaluated r 50 O3 45 51 63 31

* The numbers in this figure indicate the prop°
selected by the SMEs for each categopy.

on of Job tasks (out of tose surVeyed) for each rating

he 24 (.18 of the to-** SME agreement was not reached about location for remediationJo
surveyed job tasks whichmere identified as training problems.

Figure 1. Summary of SMEs Use of Data to Identify Training Problems



This-is particularly impartaqt since school tudents comprise the majority
of advanced-school attendees..

5. The MS portion of the study demonstrated statistically that feedback
obtained from personnel attending advanced schools within the NAVEDIRACOM was
equivalent to feedback obtained dirictly from fleet sources. This.fihding
teinforces the assumption spade under paragraph 1-above. Theme effort also
demonstrated that the structured interview method can be used successfully,_ to
collect training feedback within the fleet.

6. No "complaints" were voiced concerning the use of school facilities,
staff for technical assistance and-interviewing, or student time. No reasons
became evident to assume that use of the method within the schools was
undesirable froman "inconvenience/disruption"-of routine standpoint.

7. The/average timerequired to complete individual interviews at all
six schools was approximately 1 hour, This net the expressed desires of
school commands.

8. Interviewing duties n be shared among a variety of school personnel
inexperienced in interviewing techniques. 'As long as the procedures are
followed in a reasonable way, useful data can be obtained. However, better
training.for interviewers would undoubtedly have improved the quality of
comments describing the specific nature of training problems.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS' AND JIEC0014ENDATIONS

Experience gained and
to the donClusie that

auk data Collected during this work program lead-

It is both feasible and desirable to collect trainin, feedb ck
information within the.NAVEDTRACOM advanced school context from
petty officers who rotateafrom fleet billets to attend IT or
"C"-level courses in their ratings.

The structured interview procedure yields valuable and ' useful

information for curriculum evaluation.

REC OATIONS

It is recommended that the structured interview method assessed during

1#
the study program, inue to be used/to collect training. feedback. The method
can be used .to vit .,information concerning the ipecifjc nature of any
training deficienci that may be reveatedby NAVEDTRACW Level II training

cit,1,1

appraisal surveys,-dr to con uct Level III courke apprsisals (see OPNAV Instruc-
tion 1540.50, 15 May 1979) . t caqA)% be used7to obtain feedback information
within the schools on a continui g, routine basis when a course is not scheduled
for formal evaluation by the command.

11 32
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GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING A STRUCTURED INTERVI
FEEDBACNOATA COLLECTION PROGRAM

-This appenrdix presents guidelines for impl t ihg feedback .cla collection
programs using the structured interview method ass s'ed during the AEG study.
Recommendations . for data use in curriculum eval on /revision arie also
provided.



INTRODUCTION=

The results of the study program demOnstrated that the structured
interview procedure can be used to obtain training feedback infbrmation which
would be valuable for schooloSe,in identifying training deficienties and
the nature of those deficiencies: The method can be used on a routine basis-
to collect feedback =from newly reporting petty officers. This feedback can
be used whenever needed (1) for curniculum review, (2) as input to the Annual
Course Reyisw, or13) to obtain/additional detailed information on training,
inadequacfa revealed by fleet complaints or by data collected via the
NAVEDTRACOM Training Appraisal System. Since the collection of feedback data
within the NAVEDTRACOM does not impact or impinge-on fleet resourFes or N.

otherwise require access'to fleet personnel, data. can be collected at any
time These data'should be particularly desirable /useful during those years
in which a particular course is not scheduled for a formal evaluation by
CNET.

The remainderof this appendix presents guidel
back data collection programs using the structured

nes for conducting feed-
nterview method assessed.
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GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING A SCHOOL FEEDBACK DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM

Fare A-1 shows the steps involved in (1) planning and. conducting a
feedbielOdata collection program_Usift structured interviews and (2).sum-
marizingi.and using the data for tUrriculum evaluation. These steps are-dis-
cussed in'detail in the subsequent paragriphs.

1.0 PLAN DATA'COLLECT1ON AND UTILIZATION. Command level "planning" to
implement and conduct an effective training appraisal program using the
recommeqded structured interview procedures ould be directed at: ,

assignment of responsibilities to project personnel and delegation
of commensurate authority

verel cognizance of data collection analysis activities

tors utilization of the data to insure appropriate course
isidn ised on the data

follOwup on course revision recommendations when approval is required
t glher level.

Staff 4furct =ors required concern project coordination, development- of data 2
collection -n uments, student screening/control, interviewing, data analysis,
and curricul ByiSiOA. Each of,these functions are discussed below.

1.1 DESIGRAIE-PROJECT. OORDINATOR. The structured interview method was
designed to be--Strai-ghtforward but sufficiently flexible for adapta-
tion.to diverse training commandS The positions_ofauthority, as
well'as the technical skills, most usefUl for adapting the method
..to a specific-command may be 4sociated with personnel in several
delipricMentiAP-divisions. A relatively senior individual should be
designated as command Coordihator. Appropriate authority for

access to and use of necessary personnel ihould be delegated to
that individual. The CIS officer is recommended for project coor-
din4ion-because:, (1),the development and use of training appraisal
procedures are already a responsibility of this office and- (2) CIS-
officers normallyliave well established interdepartmental relation-.

,ships. The coordinator's interest/need for the feedback data will
fiCtlitate close, continuing coordination of other functions
described below.

2 DESIGNATE INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL. The procedures,recommended
6 not require personnel thoroughly trained in instrument develop-

ment'or data analysis. The most difficult job will be to develop
suitable task statements for use on the survey instruments. It is

- recommended thatindiViduals-who are-thoroughly familiar with the
course be tasked to develop the necessary job task statements. It.is

also recommended that the same personnel who develop the instruments
also be tasked to accomplish the data analysis. This is suggested in
order.. to achieve a match between instrument design /data gathered and

the devised analysis scheme.

1
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PLAN-DATA COLLECT

.DEVELOP DATA COLLECTION

SELECT INTERVIEW POINT:PL./ADVANCED

STUDENTS'-*CHECK-IN/TRAINING: SCHEDULE

PREPLAN INTERVIEWS

Figure A-1.. 'Major Steps involved in Planning Conducting;,Analyiing,
and Using;Training Feedback.'
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Based on theeXperiences gained in e prOtotype-evaluation, .41°01
staff-perSonnel tasked. With curritulUm,Writing/development functioning-
under the-general superVision of command CIS personnel are recommended.

DESIGNATE, STUDENT SCREENING/CONTROL-REPONSIBILITIES Steps should
betakeritoAnsure 'that all .possible interview candidates. are
routinely,screened*and, if qualified,. interviewed. it-is.recom-
'Mended that this function be .aStigned to.personhel who are in
charge'Of the advanced. students either duringtheck-ifyor after
convening of their class. Previous experience hai,shoWn'thatthis
As usually the director of.the school offering the course, and that
the diretteris best representeCifor"thispUrpose by a seletted

.course -instructor

1.4 J)ESIGNATE INTOVIEWER(S);. Senior military instructors who ark from
Wesamerating(s) as the. individuals being ,interviewed,Amid who
are,also assigned, to the school staff, arelrecohmendedfor the
interviewing. task. Based On experience, gained study program,
senior petty officer instructors, were enthusfastic' about improving-
both their school's courses. and the expertise of sailort in,theW
own rating.: They were particularly effective interviewers in
terms of the number and specificity of amplifying.remarks collected.

-DESIGNATE DATA ANALYSIS PERSONNEL.. As indizated'ib 1.2 above,
it is recommended that the same personnel Who develop the data
collection instruments 'also analyze the data collected.

1.6 DESIGNATE CURRICULMREVIEWER(S).. Generally, curriculum review is
an'ongoing function at every training command and further Selection
Of personnel is unnecessary.' Those individuals who haVe.this
responsibility should be,made aware of the' feedback project and the
availability of the data for course

DEVELOP'DATA COLLECTION' INSTRUMBNTSA.Instrument development` requires
selecting job tasks for which training will. be evaluated and designing
interview forms and associated procedUres fortheir.use. Interviewee

background data fOrms Should alsobe developed ,to collect information,
concerning the experience of the interviewees.. Reason Codes are also-
helpful fordata analysis and may be developed 'for use as a-fourth

."instrument."- These items are discussed in more detail, below.

2.1. SELECTA0B TASKS FOR TRAININGIVALOA ON. Job tasks for evaluation
maybe selectedfrom.existing job taS or may be- derived from

the learning objectives of the course. 'fhe-iieMS on the NAVEDTRACOM-

Training Appraisal 0-AS) Level II questionnaires comprise one
source, of job` task statements. Two otherpossible-..soUrces ofjob,task
lists are distussed , In addition, guidance is offered (see

attachment 1) concerning the-screening of established jobrtask lists
t'4,nd/or development ofnew job task statements should that be necessary/
,desirable.
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The TAS LeVel II questiOnnaires,-NOTAP JobTask Inventory, and
course curriculum comprise the theerMain.options for- selection
of job task statethents. TheSe'are discusied

1. TAS- Level II uestionnaires The- job task statements.ron a

given TAS Levelll'questionnaire-reflect what. a student is
taught in-A.particUlar course. These questionnaires will
already be familiar to many fleet.personhel who have been
Involved in TAS Level,ll'emaluations, If available, the job
task Statements .used 6n these questionnaires are recommended .

as the-basis'for job task statements to be used on the inter-
,view instruments.

2. NOTAP Job Task inventory UTI The latest NOTAP JTI for the
rating(s) (and rate, as-Appropriate) also contains information
about the actual job tasks required of recent school graduates
in the Ileet. Job task statements for usob the interview'
form,maybe-extracted from these.lists. It must be recognized,
however,-that'JTIs are lengthy and contain all types of.work
Rerformance .(e..,g; administrative, military) in addition to
technical training. related Job tasks.' -These-lists will require.

-air initial screeningto select technical tasks of the specialty.
\A. second screening may be required to eliminate-technical
tasks performed by less than 20 percent of recent school
,graduates. This is recommended to avoid ,producing an- instrument
which,would lead to an unacceptably long interview. Note also
that the JTIs reflect the job performance of personnel in each
rating by rate. It is thus 'necessary to inSure, that the-JTI
for the (approximate) rates of recent gradUateS is selected.

Learning Objectives. Thelearning.objectives of the curriculum
wing evaluated comprise one other- source ,of poSsible job task
statements. Use of this source, however, requires that con-,
siderable effort be expended to,write job task statements.
For example, shortening- of learning objectives, translating
or converting theory oriented learning objective's to corre-

.spondihg.job task statements, and screening for learning
objectives for.nonoperational,equipMent used only for training
purposes -are :frequently required,' Forthese reasons, the
formulation of new jolitask lists froth course learning objec-
tiyes is redommended Only when both- the.TAS- Level II question-
beire'andNOTAP JTI-are judged unacceptable..

2.2 DESIGN INTERVIEW FORMS CEOURES. -Design of the interview forms
invOlVes devising a ific data collection fOrmat,,instructions
to.tOe'intervieWees, and general instructions to the interviewers
concerning interview procedures. These matters are discussed.
below.
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DEVISE SPECIFIOYORMAT.. A'recommenfded survey form is
contained in the Interview Kit asattachment 2. It is
similar to the one used in the TAEG study program. It

should. be noted that the three categories of feedback
solicited about graduates' job task performance (i.e., Do
With'Ease,DoWith Difficulty, or Don't Do).refer- to the
job behavior erecent graduates ander:pperalsu erVisfoh.
The recommended instructions to the interviewee see page 73)
reflect -this basic concept. Three alternate sets of
choices for categorizing graduate performance are contained
in amble A-1. Other sets of categoriei can be devised to
meet specific information needs and desired data analysts
schemes. ItshoUld be noted, however, that the following
sections of this report dealing-with data analysis reflect
the use of the recommended categories only.

TABLE A-1. ALTERNATE SETS OF GRADUATCETRFORMANCE DESCRIBERS
WITH SOURCE/PRIOR APPLICATION

Option Graduate Performance Descrtbers Source/Prior Application

Don't Do
Do With Difficulty
Do.Adequately With CloSe

Supervision
Do-With EaSe

,

Training Less Than'Adequa 6
AdeqUate
More Than Agequate
TaskNot-Oqerved

Task Not Observed
Can Not Do
can Do With Supervision:
Can Do Without Close

Supervision

Suggestions from. some
interviewers and' inter
viewees in the study

CNET Training Appraisal
System

TAEG's informal
experience in identifying
state of training in
seledted Naval Reserve'
Unit!

2.2,2 DEVELOPINSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVIEWERS. This step involves
developing specific instructions' for organizing and
completing each interview in order to insure'standard-
ization of procedure and correct use of the interview
.fom. ,Attachment 2 ContainS. recommended "Interview
instrutions" which are patterned after those use-'
successfully in the study program, -,These instructions
can be amen,ed as necessary to meet individual command
reds,
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2 3. DEVELOP BACKGROUN, 'DATA FORM.. The Background Datajorm should elicit
enough informatio about theadvanced students to determine how well
they represent th larger fleet group. Relevant questions might
concern the advan ed students' most recent tour whether or not
it was sea or s, e, type.ship/squadron) and type of.equipment he or
she worked on operated). The Background Data Form may also be used
to sedk answers to questions- that.may be useful to the training command
but that may not,pertainAo a specific job task. This information
might relate to technical training orinilitary training, in general.
It is recomMended, however, that the Background Data Form be limited:
to one page *order to 'facilitate its.use in:a- classroom -as. a sdreening
instrument for selectingthe particular advanced studentS who will be
interviewed. A key question. that should appear on any background data
farm should be.similar to the following: "In the' last lg months, have.,
you had an oppor;unity to observe and evaluate recent school,
,,graduates in operational assignments?" Followup'questT&W that sould,
be asked inclUde, "If you answered 'Yes' to the previous question,'how
many people-did you observe and evaluate? For how long?" These
.0estions: are essential to establish whether or not an advanced, studentOhas, in fact, obserVedn an operational assignment, the job #erformance

.

ofrecentigraduateS of the course being evaluated. Attachment 2
contains a sample BackgroUnd Data Form. Additional questions can /should
be added as needed'.

'2
1 ,

2.4 DEVELOP'REASONDEVELOP CODE FORM. Reason(COdes.are developed to reflect
possible explanations concerning why recent graduates might haye ,

had perfOrmance difficu' ster might not have performed aparticd- -

tar task-it all. Peasor des will tend to be largely -,ting
specifit; howevP' -e .f'e Some ReaSon Codes that hay'. meaning
141 many/differer, .ings. Attachment'2 contains a list of Reason,
Codesthat may 6e Applicable.to many ratings. ReaSon Codes are
provided: for both the "Don't Do" category and the "Do With',
Diffidulty" category. Reason Code forMs may/should. reflect the
Reason Codes from this list that are deemed helpful in categorizing
training, appraisal feedback, as well as.other locally developed

6 !

Reason Codes.

3.0 ARRANGE INTERVIEW FACILITIES.. It is important that at least part B of
, the Interview Form be completed privately(by.the interviewer and

interviewee. If .possible, a private office should be reserved for the
interview. This provision may affect the attitude and motivation of
the person being concerning the importance the task !
and, consequently Aree of "effort" he will put his contri-
.bution. A nicely ,= ,hed office in a prominent part of the building'
will aid in giving the impresslon that what- the. advanced student is
'doing is very important and that his full cooperation /contribution is
vital.

4.0 REVIEW BASIC INTERyIEW METHODS. The productivity of training appraisal
interviews is generally aided by interviewer preparation and practice.
Invariably, .the selected filterViewers will have had experience with
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,Some type of interview situation. Nevertheles review of attachment

3 is recommended to refresh and.flocus intervieer on the training

appraisal task. In addition% prattiCe interviews using daft data
collection instruments will provide experience with the specifiC
s,ettingand populatiOn concerned. Attachment 3 contains a concise.

review of .military training appraisal interview procedures. Several

other salient points about interviewing are addressed here. The

interviewer must accept that thevespondent is the best "expert"
concerning his/her own ideas And opinfons'And that the object of the
interview is to learn about .the respondent's ideas and opinions. As

.much as possible, these ideas and opinions should be captUred in the
respondent's own. words. Sometimes the interviewee's first response is
general in nature, and it may benecessary toask probing qUestions'to
get at specifit skills' which are performed less adequately. Settling .-

for just the name of a topic that "needs more emphasis" provides
little help to curriculum writers. In this situation, it may be
necessary to ask specific questions such as, "Do they perform this
task too slowly ?" in order to get at the actual skill(s), that needs to
be'taught differently or more thoroughly. On the.oterband, when the
initial response is wordy and contains a great deal of information, it
may be necessary,. to summarize and clarify, trying to restate the
essence of the statement-in a more succinct and usable.fom In doing
so, however, it is important to avoid questions that bring up issues
that were not raised by the respondent. The interviewer should not do
anything to prejudice the respondent's remarks such at arguing about
the.aouracy of

,

the. data or asking slanted questions to see if the.
respondent has the same opinion as the interviewer about some particular
issue. It is often helpful. to read back td,the respondent what has
been written down to test the accuracy of impressions, Phrases, ,

words, and sentences that tend to occur more'frequently in productive.
interviews are:

I understand you to say...
Do yoU mean that.'.
In other Words...
Could you tell me specifically what behavior the graduate does not
perform adequately...
LetAq.see if I understand...

:I'm :confused about that point; could'you restate

Let'Me think about this for a minute...
Tell me more about that...

Wo. ds_ phrases, and sentences that tend to arise in unproductive interviews
are: .

I don't understand you...

Do you really think that...

I disaee...
:Don't you think that...
'That's confusing; say it again...
What -you really mean to say is...
'Did you-have the same problem I did with getting them to do...
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It is vital to remember that the'respondentis,the expert on his/her
on ideas and opinions. The interviewer's job Ti-tcy'aid -in the expression
of his/her ideas and, thus, obtain :specific informatiencencerning the
need for and nature of possible curriculum changes. This-means obtaining
and recording information about. skills and.knowledge which at some

, point can Pe associated, with a:specific terminalor enabling objective_

of a course's curriculum. ,

6.O BELECT INTERVIEW POINT IN ADVANCED STUDENTS!, CHECK-IN /TRAINING SCHEDULE.
Early contact with the NAVEDTRACOM advanced studentOtTecomMended tp
maintain their credibility as fleetrepresentatives:. Scheduling the
interview during the checkin process, or during -the period prior to
or shortly after-the course convening date, will generally meet this
requirement.

6:0 PREPLAN INTERVIEWS. It is necessary to
yi
determine which NAVEDTRACOM

advanced students are "qualified" to provide information about the
adequacy of a school's training for the fleet. Criteria should be
established concerning the degree of opportunity, to observe recent
school graduates on the job inoperationaLassignments and the recency
and length of-this observation. All "qualified" individuals should be.
scheduled for interviews. In addition, a purpoSefuLattemk should be
made to encourage interviewee. ,7ooperation and enhance his/her motiva-
tioh-for..the interview.

6.1 SCREEN INTERVIEWEES. The Background Data Form- (see attachment 2)
is recommended for use in student screening. A."yee answer to
the questionconcerning opporitunity to observe recent scho0
graduate performance on the job. is alprerequisitejponsidera-
tion. ,Ensuring that-alTAdvAnted,stildents-im,the-deStOlated
rating(s)--are sereend44111,result in he maximum number of,
individuals being interviewed and the st data available collected.

,6.2\.SFLECT INTERVIEWEES. Meeting established criteria for numbers
of recent graduates observed,' and duration of observation, is
-necessary for inclusion of kstudent in the interview sample
the TAEG stud program,:alfindividUals were selected:for inter-
view who had observed at least one recent graduate. for at least 3
months. Ind vlduals from the.U.S..Marine Corps and other services-
who met this' riterion were also included. No further criteria
were eStablis _ concerning, for example, USN versus USNR, male
versus female, or senior.versus-junior petty officer.

6.3 SCHEDULE INTERVIEWSAndividuais identified. as "qualified"
should be scheduled for their interview to occur as soon as
possible after their arrival at the school. This is considered
necessary to avoid contin ,ped exposure to training command "problem's"
which may bias their responses.

6.4 INSURE DESIGNATED INTERVIEWEES ARE INTERVIEWED. A simple system to
maintain accountability for reporting will help prevent possible
lost interviews/data. Many ratings have a low throughput of
advanced students and the loss of eligible interviewees can
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result in a considerable decrease in data.
all eligible

ratings
where the throughputis- high,- a sample df all eligible interviewees
might provide sufficient data.

\-6.5 . COURAGE SELECTED INTERVIEWEES TO CONTRIBUTE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.
oo t sailors, regardless of their current aqitude abbut Naval
service, are usually deeply proud of their particular work and
'rating and tend to identify' strongly with the - community of indi-
viduals in that rating. This can be a strong-help in soliciting
their cooperation and help in .letting information that will
improve-training foe their rating.

7.0 INTERVIEW gESIGNAtED STUDENT5. Detailed procedures for-tonducting
interviews are Contained in attachments 2 and 3. Other suggestions
were provided under several of the preceding steps. Familiarity with
these materials and completion of-practice inteeViews should make
conduct of the actual interviews streghtforked. Contequently, no
further g4 dance in this area is pro ided in the body of the'text.

.

Once intOkiewing begins, however, continuing effort is necessipryito
insure that the maximum amount of useful data-it collected. The
effort required is desbribd. below.

.

7.1 MAINTAIW010HCOMMUNICATIONS WITH SCREENING PERSONNEL. Open
communication t with screening personnel thoulde -maintained to
preclude_loSt data due to reasons such as scheduling confusion or
undesirable time constraints.

7_2 TRANSMIT INTERVIEW FORMS. TO DATA ANALYSIS PERSONNEL. It is
recommended:that data be processed on an "at-collected" basis.
This will allow routine inspection of the .data to determine
possible emergtng trainingproblem5 and to identify speci-rr:
areas for further ddtailed inquiry durinc subsequenttinte,views.

8.0 MANAGE /SUMMARIZE /ANALYZE DATA. Obtaining maximum benefit from the
-i-eek)ack data collection program reqUires prop& management, summaria,
zati9n, and analysis of all, data collected. Recommended procedures
fort these -efforts are provided below.

8.1 MANAGE DATA. Management of the at involves accurate and timely
tompiling. of information collecled-as well as monitoring the
degree'Of fleet representativeneA of the interviewees and,the
quality .of fhterview data beihg collected.

)

8.1.1, COMPILE DATA. !Interviewee Background Data as well as
actual interview data -must e recorded.

8.1.1.1 MAINTAIN FILEOF ALL COMPLETED BACKGROUND
DATA FORMS. It is recommended that a file of Back-
ground Data ForMs for all individuals screened be
retained at the school. This information is of immediate._
concern in determining the percentage of advanced
students in.the selected ratings actually eligible for
interview and in determining t,e flit representativeness,
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of the group of advanced stpdents interviewed. The
background information might aTso be useful to advanced
course managers in determining student profiles and
assessing advanced course curriculum needs.

8.1.1.2 RECORD INTERVIEW DATA. Careful recording of
the interview datals required to maintain
integrity of the data base and to permit
ready summarization for subsequent analysis:
A Data Collection Worksheet form that can be
used to record interview data about each job
task listed on the Interview Form is contained
in figure A-2. The number of the task (from
the Interview Form) 'and its name should be
written across the top. Space is all ated
on the worksheet to tabulatf the number I
times. the interviewees clasOfied perfo ance
of the task as "Do With Ease," "Do With.
Difficulty," or)An't Do." In addition,
space is provid o tabulate Reason Code
selections for tasks judged to be in'the
qDon't Do" or "Do With Difficulty" categories-,.

Finally, all comments made by' interviewees
pertaining to each task--either to clarify
why particular Reason Codes were selectee or
to add amplifying informationcan be r- -ded
on the back alone wil- the Reason Codes that
accompanied the renrarxs. Comments-received
in response to the open-ended question-at the
end of the Interview Form shbuld probably be
compiled separately on blank sheets of paper
so that those statements will not be co ?Fused
with specific statements made in response to
a given job task. Also in the interviewth
importance attached to more spontaneous'
general comments may be different; they May.
require separate treatment/consideration.

MONITOR DATA VASE. All interviewidata received'
hould be rou ely reviewed to identify nonpro-
uctive'intery w techniques which may require
remediation (e.g., unclear or nonspecificicomments).
In addition even cursory review of the data may
also suggest trends in graduate performance informa-
tion that may pot be apparent to individual inter-
viewers. Alerting interviewers about such trends
may facilitate collection of more useful data in
that area.

8.1.2

8.1.3 DETERMINE REPRESENTATIVENESS OF INTERVIEW SAMPLE.
The background data on interviewees should be
examined to determine how well the interviewed
group-represents,the larger fleet group. This
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TASK (Name and Interview Form n

Number "Da With Ease" Selec lo
,

Number "Don't Do" Choices and-"Don't Do".Reason Code Selectiops:

Don' t, Do Choices : Reason Cod-

A

B

D

1

Number "Do With D 'itu ty". ,w ices and With Difficulty" Reason Codes

=

Do With Difficulty Choices: -Reason Codes

Q

F R

I

J

K

L

M

N

P

CC

DD

f F

GG

V H

X 'LJJ

V

BB.

KK

LL

MM

NN'

Figure A-2. Recommended Data Collection Worksheet
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REASON CODES WITH CORRESPONDING COMMENTS:

Reason Code(s) Comments

Figure A-2. Recommended Data Collection Worksheet cont nued)
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assessment will assist in making a.decision about when,
or if, to terminate data collection. Data collection
should continue until it is belieVedjhat the data
collected fromthe interviewed students would not
differ substantially_from that which could be gathered
frowtheir -counterparts still serving in operational
fleet billets. This determination is a function of a
subjective apkaital of interviewees' breadth, depth,.
and recency of experiencewith recent graduates. The
data with which to make this appraisal are obtained
from compiling the information on the Background, Data
Forms. Frequency counts of the answers to most questions
will suffice; however, average years service, avera§e.,

/. number of recent. graduates observed, and average number
of months observed are helpful Computations. Further
analysis of data should be based on.data_deemed7credible;
Otherwise, collection of additional data is required.
until credibility concerns are allayed.

8.2 SUMMARIZE DATA. Data summarization involves primarily calculating
the percentage of interviewee response choices in several key.
categories which are important to various data Analysis methods.
The data analysis methods are-discussed in a subsequent section
of,this appendix. 'Procedures: for calculating selected percentages
are explained- and demonttrated below.

8.2.1

8.2.2

CALCULATE GRADUATE UTILIZATION, PERCENTAGES. The graduate
utilization percentage reflects the degree.to which
recent graduates are used to perform the job tasks'at
the work centers- represented by the interviewees.
The utilization percentage is calculated for each job
task by diVidin6 the sum of all "Do With Ease" and "Do
WithDifficulty",responses by the tote-number of
responses and multiplying- by100. Figure A.3 contains
'a sample computation. For between task comparison
purpotes the job task statements may be listed/ranked
on -the basis of the utilization percentage.

CALCULATE TRAINING PROFICIENCY PERCENTAGES. The training
proficiency-percentage reflectsthe degree to which recent
graduates, under-routine supervision, are performing their.
assigned tasks with ease. !This should be calculated for

reach task in order- to make judgments-about instructional
eff=ectiveness. The 'Data Collectioh Wprksheet information
js. used for this.: The worksheet information alSo helps
Sortout these performance difficulties not attributable
to training.. 7The---training proficiency percentage is

calculated for'each taskby dividing the "corrected"
number of:"Dd With Ease" selections by the sum of

With.--Ease'and "To With Difficulty" responses and
Tpiyin4the quotient by 100. 'The " corrected"
er of "Do With LAse" selections is calculated by

,4 addingto the actual number of "Do With Ease" selections
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any "Do With DifficUlty" selections for which the Reason ,

Code/Remarks recorded indicate the difficulty iS% '

predominantly a,function of job environment. The Reason's
. Codes in the "operational" category (see annex D of
`attachment 2) probably reflect environmental factors
tore so than training factors. Reason Codes in the
"Personal" category ifttivation, personal adjustMent):
also probably. reflect environmental factors even though
individuals' initial assignments inNAVEDTRACOM admittedly.
May have some effect on,subsequent job motivation/adjustment.
"Do With Difficulty" selections with these Reason Codes
should be classified "environmental "" rather than "training"
related specific remarks. suggest otherwise.
Figure A-4 contains a sTple pomputation;ofa tralning
proficiency'percentage. 'For between task` comparison ,

purposes, the Job task'-statements -may be listedPranked
on the basis of training proficiency /percentages.

8.2.3 CALCULATE REASON CODE SELECTION PERCENTAGES. Reason Coder,
selectips percentages are calculated separately for
"Don't Do and "Do With .Difficulty" Reason- Code groups
This'is necessary because the computations are slightly
different due -to the tendency'of the "Don't Do" codes to
be mutually exclusive resulting in a single Reason Code
choice for each "Don't Do" response. On the other hand,
the "Do With Difficulty" Reason Codes are not mutually
exclusive and multiple Reason Code selections for each
"Do With Difficulty" choice are common.

8.2.3.1 'CALCULATE "DON'T DO" REASON CODE SELECTION

y
:PERCENTAGES. The selection rcentageef,each
Reason Code. can be derived b tofinting the
frequency of selection of ea-- Reascli Cede
categOy (or-omission)-ecrest alltaskS,for all
respondents and dividing that number by the
frequency of the "Don't `Do" selections across
all tasks for all respondents.

8.2.'3.2 CALCULATE "bO WITH DIFFICULTY" REASON CODE
SELECTION PERCENTAGES. Theselection percentage
for each Reason Code is derived'hy counting the
frequency of selection of each Reason Code-
category across all tasks-for all respondents
and dividing that number by the sum of the fre-
quency of "*With Difficulty" Reason Code
selectionsand.the frequendi0 "Do With
Difficulty" selections withoUtReason Cede(s)
-across-all-tasks for)all -respondents.

8.3 ANALYZE DATA. There are at least'three-ossible techniques, that
can be-used to analyze the dota cellectedpl\and determlpe their
implications and meaning for possible course revision, All threP
add important and,unique'dimensions to the interpretation of the
data and should be considered/used. The basic method involves
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Data Collection Worksheet informati fo job task ,statement number 14 (Tie
nauti cal, knots

Do- With Ease:- 15

Do With, Difficulty: 13

)oN't Do:

'Tote 13eSPonsesf 36

Utilisation Percent . Number Do i h Ease + Number -41 Difficult x 100
er eta .esponses

Utilization Percent (16_47 ,

x 100

Utilization Percent = 778) x 100 77.8

,Figure A-3. Sample Utilization Percentage Computation

Data Collectioh Worksheet informati n for 1 b task statement number 14 (Tie
nautical knots

- Do ,With Eap:, 15

Do ,With Difficulty: 13

Do With Difficulty Selections Determined "Not Training Relate

Don't Do: 8

Total Response 36

Training Proficiency Percent

Corrected Number Do With Ease
4umber Do With Ease-i. Number Do Wi t Difficulty

(Corrected Number DO With Ease - Number Do With Ease--4 Number Do With
Difficulty SelectiO Determined 'Not Training Related")

x 100

Training ,ProffcienCy Percent 18 x 100.
5 47-7-1-37

Training Proficiency Percent . (.643) x 100.E 64.3

- F:qure A -4. =Sample Training Proficiency- Percentage Computation



emof hi utiltzeltion percentages ari training piifidiency
pelcentagerta make respectivejudgments iboUt course relevancy
and training effe VelleVs. A second method features careful.
TeviV4 by subje tteeexperts-,..of each -interYiewee comMen ,

-each task'sOleaso de frequency disthibution, and the oltrall v
. Reason-Code selection -percentages, The .third method involves-the
use of an experimental matrix method to display graphiCally the,
-..relationship of training adequacy data to task importance data.
Thise-three data analysis methods; described.'below.

y

OSE.UTIUZATIOi AND TRAIiiING PROFICIENCY PERCENTAGES TO,
ASSESS .RELEVANCY OF_;COURSE CURRICULUM AND ADEQUACY OF
TRAINING.- The utilization percentage indicates the
degree to which recent graduates are actually emPloyed
at the tasksior which they received training. This
beart pritherelevenc"f the Courte. In a similar
mariner, ire: 1.410g .proficiencygpercentages indicateithe

degree of .ease with Which- raduates:performthe tasks'

:1
-for whieh they wee thin . This is_relate0 to the,
training adequacy of the ouv4se. :Both course relevancy_
and training adequacy are discuss d in this section.

I '

EL3.1.1 DETERMINE COURSE RELE ANCe -Specific
= criteria for makihgabsolute'judgments about

course relevanoy,-from data collected with this
method-do-not exist; consequently, exPerimental
crtteria for assessing the relevancy of training.
at individual tasks were arbitrarilrestablished!.
ana,used'in the prototype study.- 4udgmenti
abput course relevancy can then be made, based:.
on a reviewof training relaylkdata-for
individual job tasks. Criteri or high.,,
moderate,' and-low relevancy for individual
'task training, using utilization, percentages,
are contained in table A-2.

8.3.11

Txperiinerital Relevancy -Cr



The assignment.of these:Oper
is based-oh the follow.'

.

-A hi4h value-couldishciufa ke
atsigneltirthree4ourtht or-more of the
respondents report that recent`-graduates are
employed at a particular task. It'is assumed
that it is highly necessary that appropriate.
training be provided inthe coure.

Lbw

A loCuttlizatioh yal couldfshouldbe
assigned if less than haliof the responden s
indicatedltheir" graduateleve employed at
the task. It is assumed that these tasks are,

:on-the whole, theleast'criticarforr formal
training and that with limited time and personnel
resources : they could be considered as candidates
for a reduction of training attention.

MODERATE

A moderate utilization value was assigned
trarily for any utilizatio ercent,between
h" .and "low."

Opod judgment is required in using utilization
Percentage'data as a basi's for course change.
Some job tasks may, in fact, be infrequently
performed but; permit little tolerance for
error or delay when they must be performed

life saving tasks,-emergincy responses)'.
The experience and judgment.of course managers-
should prevail qin matters of this kind. The
proposed arbitrary experimental labels and
-suggested conclusions are offered as guidelines

8.3.i.2 DETERMINE, INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS'.

Instructional effectiveness is related to, but
not defined by, the degree of ease with which
graduates perform the tasks for which they
were trained. The-ease ofjob task performance,
is,'hqwever, a main consideration-and the data
collected from interviews can-be used to, make

11- tentative judgments about course effettiveness.
As with course relevancy, specific criteria for
making9Dipsolute judgments about instructional
effectiveness' from data collected with this
method do not exist. tonsequently, experimental
criteria were arbitrarily established and
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utiTind n e rototype study. "Cr
fbe.high, modera .and low training effete
nets forjpdivid task training, using
trainingoroficie cY,Percentager, are con a n
in, tabl'e*A-3." ,

TABLE A.3, EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTIVENEWCRITERIA

Task Training .

roficiencyyercentage
Experlmehtal

-Effectiveness Criteria

75-160

50-74

0-49

High

Moderate

The, assignment of the experimental'criteria
based on the following considerations:

HIGH
i

A high' training adequacy vane could/should
be assigned if three-fourths or more of the
respondents report that recent graduates with
general supervision performed the task with'
ease (or did,not have training related diip
ficulties). It is aisumedthat,there As no
significant training problem- This "decision"
was supported in part by the,fact that the
SMEs Who evaluated usefulness'of feedback data
in the TAEG study program generally readhed
consen that no performance/trAining problem
exist 'f at least 70 to 75 peient of the
respo ents reported their graduates performed
.a task with ease.

LOW

A low training adequacy value could/shoUld be
assigned if over half of the resgondefits
indicated "their" graduatts performed a task
with difficulty (Ond the difficultiet were
training related). It is assumed that training
is inadequate for tasks in this category.

'MODERATE

A moderatetvalue is assigned arbitraril
task rated'betwten high and low.



Using the same reasoning as with the course
relevancy analysis, the-tabels proposed in
this section, and conclusions drawn from them
should be used as guidelines only.
.

8. .2 USE 'SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS TO PINPOINT SPECIFIC CURRICULUM
STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES. Review of training adequacy data
by subject matter experts is essential fdr determining
the specific strengths and weaknesses of a course:
Subject Eatter experts can provide the depth of under-
standing/Interpretation that mathematical analysis
schemes cad l not accomplish. Both the tone and .the
technique of the SME review are important for maximum
benefit to course evaluation and the 'instruction future
students will receive.

, .

The tone of the data analysis mutt be balanced and
professional.,. rt must be both reinf6cing of the,successe
that tfie training managers and instructors are enjoying
and objectively and professionally critical of areas
where course improvement is clearly required. Such a
balancediinterpretation of training feedback data will
help Prevent inadvertent undermining of syrriculum
strength in an attempt to improve areas of instructional
fnadequacy. Through avoiance of over megativism,sit
will also help minimize personal/organizational Befensive-
ness which can hamper, training improvement by fostering
denial or ratilialization of negative training-feedback
and/or feedbackgathering methods.

A positive and professional tone coupled with any
logical technique for SME data analysis-will probably
proide-usefill data for course assessment/improvement:
The techniqdt described/recommended below is-a reflection
of "lessons learned" in the prototype study taken "one
step beyond." It is a4process which shoul&be tried and
then modified/improvedrto suit each commend'sunique
needs. The SMEsmust determine in an overall way the
job task areas that do not pose any significant training
problem(s) as well as the precise nature of the performance
problem(s) actually uncovered by the data Based on the
detailed appraisal of performance problem information,
he SMEs must define the training problem in terms of
hat students are failing to learn and then recommend --(-

where (i.e., 14 which segment(s) of the training pipbline)
remediation is most appropriate.

8.3.2.-14' DESIGNATE SMEs. Approximately five SMEs
should be selected in order to insure, the da
are interpreted by a broadly experienced but
yet manageable group. of individuals. The SMEs
knowledge of- the complete training pipeline is
also important. Ideally, the SMEs should'be



the staff of-the school -chat teethe's:,
urse.undsrevaluation and-from representative
-in other segments ofthe:7trairiing ., -

pipeline.- This includes atfleet supervisor
Who,carurepresent the 'point' of ,view ofAheien-
the-job trainer. Reviews of courses that are
bitio to a rating (eg.,W.tOurses) night
benefit-from including the complementary

correspondente-course/ratetraining,Manual
Writer in'the,grOup of SMEs. k'

*Ake

Correspondence:courses and rate training
manuals may be seen as one segment, or portion-
f the:on-the-job training-segment, of the

training pipeline.

REVIDUINTERVIEW:DATA.,-- The:proceduresselette0
recommended for SME review Of the data are
designed to maximize the,qualityiusefOlness'of-
their efforto both as individuals and as a
groupipapelTheyAhould:reSult in .a well,"
thOught outs-will discussed, clear set of
recoMnendatonsjo training managois.

The SMEs should be furnished'a's
_

the feedback. data for each job task showing:

frequency counts for all interviewee
choices

utilization percentages

training ficiency percen ges

all interviewee coments.

In addition ach SME should have the overall
Reason Code selection percentages.

Each SME should evaluate the training
, feedback individually,on a task by task basis
completing a worksheet fbr each job task.

,.similar to the sample in figure A-5. ,Use of
theworksheet requires that the SME complete
the-rollowing.steps!

a. Determine,if the data implies a
significant perforkance problem.

If no performance problem is ascertained,
indicate whish segments of the training
pipeline coald possibly benefit from
the feedback and.go on to the next
task.
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Data suggest 1 ttl

Data sUggeSt-diffi
difficulty.

__gest difficultf in perform') _

--t isply era

only sec

b Om is apparent.

primary cause of

related, in part, to a training problem.

lei: (define in spOCific behavioral terms what re
Job.,1Ampli: Recall graduates leg out Classifie
equitme4ffin unlocked and leave confidently

graduates- are not doing
cations incorrectly,

MRC cards lying around.)

Training/leirning problem: TDefine in specific behavioral tares what students are apParently having
trouble learning. Ex StUdents are not rommsbering basic rules for insuring security to
classified equipment an_ documents (MRC cards, in parts Tar); they are Not learning to incjude a.
time for proper handling of classified material in thairmork.plans; they are not developing en
attitude of appreciation for proper security precautions.)

RELEVANCE OF

TRAINING 'FELINE:

RTC

13E/E4

FT Al Ph 1

FT Al Ph II

FT C Lev

FT ,J A 2 Manual

-FT 3 A 2 Course

OJT

FLETRACEN

TA: (Cheek the 490*

Feedback da' unimper-
rtant and/or irrelevant
to this part of pipe-.
line: no action war-
ranted

ate -box for each segment of the train n line.)

Feedback data might be
helpful to-this part
Of pipeline and data
should be distributed
thereto

Feedback data moderate-
ly important to this
part of-pipeline and
should be considered
during the next
regular review

Feedback data.very
important and a re-
vision or 4:edifica-
tion should be
considered at this
time

ff

F,Igure A-5. Sample StIE Data Analysis Worksheet
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If a performance prob

(1) Define the ,problem in specific
behavibral terms (I.e., what is
the graduatcdning improperly.
ornotrdoing).

Define the :learning problem in
specific behavioral terms
i.e., What is the graduate not.

learning in the course)

Determine which segment(s)
of the training pipeline should
attempt to remedtate the lear ing
problem, and the urgency of
remediation.

Following individual asseSsmentiif the
data, the SMEs should meet as alroup/panel
and discuss their individual conclusions.- The
panel should be instructed tp.achieve a

consensus aboutrthe definition ofrthe" per-
formance and learning problems as)well as the
recommended location(s) in the pipeline for
remediation and-the urgency cif remediation.

, This can be accomplished by cOmpleting the
samSworksheet as a group /pane] on a task by
task basis as each.SME did individuallk. The ,

process of consensus usually assures careful dis-
-t.-sussion, exploration ©f. differences of opinion,

and, in general, an in-depth analysis of-the,,,
data It avoids some of the pitfalls of
reliance on just one senior SME who will
inevitably have his/her own biases, and it
avoids'the often confusing display of frequency
distribution data/votes that a simple comparison
of individual analyses might yield.

When SME consensus about the data is
reached, it is clear which performance problem%
have been uncovered by the data, what the
corresponding learning problems are, and where
in the training pipeline reriediation is most
appropriate.

Two questions remaining are. which f the'.
learning problems should be addressed first

(i.e., the prioritization problem) a d 'how to
correct the learning problem (i.e., the curriculum
revision problem). Solutioris to the prioritiza-
tfpn problem were partially metithroUgh the
panel discussion on the urgency of remediation.

I
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1

section explores an additiona
technique for prioritizing the use of- ra
remediation resources. Section .9.0.provid

rimental guidelines for creating curric
change.

DERIVE EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX feedback information
obtained from the interviews majdentify a number o
job tasks as possibly "undertrained." This identification
is based on the tingle dimension (variable)_ of performance
adequacy as reflected by the ease/difficulty with which
graduates pe orm task In many instances, it may not
be Possible correct, available resources,; all
areas of "und straining at-are, revealed by feedback,
data. in su cases it may be desi ble to. identify
those ireaa wo deficiency most in need of training
attention.'" so thin a circumscri resource system
it may be des rable to identify training areas from
which resources can be diverted to cOrrect deficiencies.
One technique that can be used for r-achieving these goals
involves determining and assessihg the relatigpship(s)

Steen variables that are equally important to decisions
about training, For example, knowledge of relationships

\between-how well individuals canperferm a task(s) on
the job .and how important it is that they be able to
Perform"Wcan be used to aid significantly decist&Os
about hew to use training resources.

A matrix was developed by TAEG for assessing the
interview data. The method is based on suggestions made
by Siegel, Schultz, and Federman (1961). Determining
undertrained/overtrained tasks,invblves relating ratings
of graduatet' adequacy of performance to estimates of
the-relative importance of Oecific tasks to the accomplish-
ment of the job. A basic assumption underlying use of
the method is that highly critical tasks should be'trained
to.a high level'of prdficiency while less proficiency
can be tolerated on less, critical tasks: Tasks. that are
performed poorly in relaitbn to their importance are
assumed.to be undertrained. Tasks which are performed
well on the job but which are relatively unimportant are
assumed to be overtrained.

Application of the -t-hod requires the assignment
of performance adequacy i exes (values) and importahce
or "criticality" indexes so the yari us job tasks.

eg
Performance adequacy indexes'assig dare based on the
percent of respondents rePerttngj,t at the graduates in
their work, centers either did a task with ease or had no
training relatipd difficulties. The assumption is made
that the respadents' judgments are valid indications of
adequacylof graduate performapce on thOob. "Criticality"
indexes assigned are based on degreeof graduate utilization
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at eaeh task. The-ass Lion it that this is a
useful measure of criticality. it aaknowledgeCthat
graduate utilization to.perform tasks may not hold as a
valid indicator of criticalityln all situations. Those
tasks for which there art important consequences of
first-performance-failure (e.g.-, emergencies) may be
ust_one instance-of overriding considerations.---Utiliza---
ion frequency, as a Ineaslire'ecrittiality, however,
still ma0:0-ovide* important contribution to making
cost effective decilOdns about the expe ture of
training,reiources.'

There are three possible-performance adequacy
indices and three corresponding criticality-indices--
1119W "moderate," and "loci,' The performance adequacy-
index is based on the training proficiency percentage,
and the-crititality index is-,-based-olthe utilization
percentage ee steps 8.2.1 and 8a.1); The indices are
relate 4 _ _etly-to-the experimental--criteria developed
for thtseparate assessments of course 'relevancy and
instructional effectiveness and the rationale for assign- .

ment of:values is the same (see tables A-2 and A-3).
_Table A-4 contains the basis-for assignment of performance
adequacy indices.

TABLE A-4. PERFORMANCE ADEQUACY INDICES.

Training Profitiehcy Percentage

75-100

t 50 -74

0-49

Perfo e Adequacy Index

High

Moderate

Table A-5 contains the basis f

Utilization P

assignment of criticality indices.

,TABLE -5, CRITICALITY

Criticality Index

75.100

50-74

0-4g

High

Moderate

. Low-
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The perffirmance aciequacywand criticality indices
are determined for each task listed in the interview

._survey. The survey tasg numbers are then listed.in the
cell of tne matrix correspondtng to thelindices assigned'
to that task. Figure A-6 'contains the experimental
training assessment matrix. Figure A-7 contains a
sample derivation of. indices, and figure A-6 contaihslik
the correct plot of the sample job task-.

The cells of the matrix show five possible, assess=
ments of training fora specific job task:

significant undertraining

moderate undertraining

optimal training

moderate overtraining-

tignificant.ovekraining.,

Tasks falling into the optimal training cells reflect.
the principle that when the perforthance adequacy index

value matches the. criticality index value the task has
been ptimally trained. When the performance adequacy
1 x-is higher than the criticality index, some over,
training may have occurred. When the performance index
is lower thanthe c icality index,undertraining may
have occurred.

Thus, the matrik mettd.classifies tasks as being
optimally trained, significantly or moderately under-
trained, and as being significantly or mod atey over-
trained. This classification may assist p oritization
of training remediation resources.

9.0 'REVISE CURRICULUM. The Instructional Systems Development (ISO) model used-
withirrthe NAVEDTRACOM required the use of external (and internals) feed-
back to determine the nature of training problems. It directs corrective
action to be applied at the particular point in the systematic process
that provides the technical procedures required to solvi the problem.
Curriculum change for a specifit course is a highly individualized process
that is a function, in part, of command prerogative, technica) expertise,
professional,creativity, physical facilities,4unding, complex cirganiza-:-
,tional,support hierarchies and a variety of ether unpredictable influ-
ences. It is thus impossible to specify precise\universal procedures for-
utilizing feedback data; however, fundamental guidancthrough the
methodology of the ISO process is contained in Procedures for In tructional
S stems Development (NAVEDTRA 110). Specifically, NAVEDTRATl0 ts,ts four
genera f actions:



olf

NA HIGH

HIGH

CRITICALITYqNDEX

MODERATE

Optimal T aining Moderate
Overtraining

Significant. --,.

Over raining _.../

.

14*
Moderate *
Undertraining

Optimal
----'-- Training

,

Moderate
Overtrain ng .

Significant
Undertraining

Moderate

Undertrainin-

Optimal '.

TrainIng

*Number 14 refers to.job Task Statement Number'14 used in sample
computation in figure A-7. 4

Figure A-6. Exper Training Assess

Computed training proficiency and'utilization percentages for survey' Job Tas
Statement Number 14 (Tie nautical knots).(see figures A-3 and A-4

T aininOrofictencyiPercentage:

Utilization Percen ge: 77.8

PerformanA Ade acy Index frdm table Moderate

Criticality Index from table A-5: High

Matrix Cell Asses'sment: Moderatdly Urplertra

t

Figure- A-7. Sample Derivation of- Performance Adequacy
and Criticality Indices



if there s a training problem based on clear-cu
evidence of a problem./

isolate the problem and dete7ine its causes and effects

decide the best way to solve"the problem

-
if1/4it is a type A or Mhange (i.e. or change see CNET
Instruction 1500.23 s es for destrip )), develop a
project plan :and request permission to undertake the effort.

he feedback data gatherin§ procedures a-nd data analysis methods,
ifreviously described are specifically related to-obtaining evidence
concerning the existence or nonexistence of ti.airking problems.and to
Isolate those problems and their causes. This was the nature and
limitations ot the prototype tasking. Additional techniques for
utilizing the data were not-addressed directly. However, an experi-
mental methodology was'devised that id' directed toWard determining
solutions to the training problems and the most appropriate point in
the ISD process at which to apply corrective action. Attachment 4 (
contains .an extended'worksheet or, booklet for this pOpose, Howevei,
implementation otiactual changes in course curriculum requires necessary
command approvarin accordance with pertinent instructions and directiyes.
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ATfACNMENT 1

GUIDELINES TOR PREPARING--
FEEDBACK InTRIAIEffr TASK STATEMENTS

This attachment co_ n Uidelines for writivrg job task statements for
use fin feedback forms. of these guidel4ndt a4e based_on.TAEG
Technical Note 4-79.

a
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Q
. Use abbrevia ions cautiously sinc

e
may not be understood by all

individuals respo ding, a taskstatehent., It is, good practice to spell, out'-
a t .when it first appears and fellow it with the. abbreviation in parenthesis.

tubseqUent tasks; the atibreviation may stand alone.

.

Use s
For exatiiple;

necetsary,:rep
procedures."

and phrasESi.n preference to long words or xpressions-
e production and control reports" is preferred over "Adcomplish
involved in the process of maintaining -pr educ on'ad,control

Begin the statement with a present
"I" uncterstood; for example, use "operate, P " write, " "clean," instead of
"operates," "weltes," 'cleans."

ense 'action verb with the subject__

Begin'each.task statement with an action verb
that a superVisor can observe. Do not use verbs w
behaviors' e:g. -"plan, devise" ).

hich specifies behavior
Thlvflect unobservable

,, ..

.

.
Eampit: - "plan troubleshOoting electrical mal unctisn on aircraft armament

system,' should be restated in a form such as-:
. .

"Troubleshoot electrical malfuncttons of aircraft armament systems..

Related to the- above guidelines is the requirement to use ection verbs,
which reflect.behiviors which the suRe-,visor can observe in the on-the-eob

mance of a graduate. Avoi,-, using verbS such as "descrTi,' "exp ain,"
wliIcch would require the'superN.Ior to question.a graduate before he could rate.
training adequacy.

Example: - "Describe - safety precautions evolved hen...- is not considered
appropriate for evaluation questionnai e use. Where possible,
such statements should be-converted to forms such as:

"Use {observe, practice follow) proper safety precautions involved
wheh----"'

6.. Make-each tasks atement'specific and capable of standing alone. Do not
-use an action subheading followed by a series of objects.

".E\ampleTrate the following equipmen (1) Automatic capsule filler,
r (2 -dittilling apparatus, (3)-forc filters" should be restated

separately in a form such as:

"(1) operate automatic capsule filler, (2) operate distilling
apparatus, and (3) operate force filters."

7. Use simple statements without-qualifiers unless the.qualifier
to the,meaning of the statement. For example, "operate-power mower
over "'operate power mower to cut grass," since the qualifier is not
'However, "schedule personnel `for formal training" is ereferted over
perS6nnel."

sential

preferred
necessary:
"schedule.

8.. If a modifier is needed for g eaterspecifiCitY, be sure to include all
other significant tasks, with comparable modifiers. For example, in an automotive
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mechanic inventory, "repair transmissions" would. probably be specific enough.
,HoWever, if the,statement were modified o read "repair automatic transmissions, "`
"repair standard transmissions" should so be added -to the list.

9. Avoid stating tasks that are obviously-too specific or trivial., For
example, "operate fork Tilt" is sufficient. jt is not usually necessary to
list subordinate'tasks such as: "turn ignition. key," "shift gears,"
"elevate fork."

10. Avoidlisting tasks that are'too general. For trA'niiig evaluation.pUrposes
task statements. such as, "repair. carburetors," "repair body sections," are
preferred over more,, global statements, -such as "repair motor vehicles."

11. Avoid redundant and unnecessary qualifying phrases. such as"16.4hen.approOria
"as required," "in accordance with prescribeddirectives."-Forexample,.."main-
tain logs" is probably sufficient. Forms such as, 'maintain,necessary lags
accordance with prescribed Navy-wide or local regulations And directives"
would not norWly be necessary for an evaluator to understand what graduate
ction he is to evaluate.

12-. Present only one job task at a time. Multiple tasks may occur from stating
more 'than ene verb requiring dissimilv actions (e.g., "remove and repair") or
More than one object. Both are. to- be avoided since the supervisors opinion of
training adequacy or appropriatenesS may not-be the same for-all tasks. ,Separate,,
discrete statements are preferred as shown in the two examples below.

Example

Example 2:

"Use proper safety precautions involved when working on both
energtied and-deenergized circuits'and in the use of general
cleaning agent's" should be divided into statements such as:,

"Use proper safety precautions while working on energized
circuits."

"Use proper safety p ecautions while working,. on deenergized
circuits,"

"Uste-proper safety precautions while using' general cleaning
-agents."

"Manually load, arm, de-arm, and download inert airborne bombs"
should be divided into statements such as:

"Manually load inert airborne bombs."
"Manually arm inert airborne bombs.T
"Manually'de-arm inert airborne bombs."
"Manually download inert airborne bombs."

13. 'Group more than one job task only'when they are usually done simultaneously
or as a part of one general evolu-ion.

Example: "Measure AC and DC voltage, small 00 current and resistance with
a multimeter AN PSM-4 or an equivalent."
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14. Include, the equipment needdd to per orm-a
of equipment with which to do the taSk.-

, Example: "Measure resistariceof insulation

est,

Do'notlenerateAob'task-statemehts-thatbriMarily relate to skills taught
in the Schdbl'to'vassistirenforce theoretical understanding and villicb.reflect
tasks infrequently-4one do the job._

,16-Avoid referencing publications by number. Fleet supervisors may ,not "know"
inOcipcument(s) or be intimately aware Of its contents., not desirable to
requireetupervitor to lookup publications for completing afeedback instrumen

Example: "Describe equipment 'tag -out procedures in accordance with-
APNAV,INST 3120.32". can be restated in ilorth.suchet:

"Tag-out equipment."

17. Generate ,job task statements which can be expressed clearly and concisely
in behavioral terms. The following potential evaluation instrument item prOWY
should be discarded or a determination made of the essential behaviors involVed,
in the performance of this job.

"Performprocedural steps as stated in NAVEDTRA 4324113 for Theory.
Qualification 101, except 201..218 and Watchstanders Qualification =

401 as applicable."

18. _Avoid writing. task statements that are so' equipment,specific that they
are likely to produce large numbers of,"not observed" responses. Create more
general-= statements when it is-necessary;

Example: "Select and execute the proper utility routines for J..b,execution
on the ANAIK-S(V), as outlined in the V-I500 WIS.-Software
Manual" should be restated in a form such as:

'Select and execute the proper utility routines, for. job execution
on the assigned computer."
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ATTACHMAT' 2

INTERVIEW KIT
fi

,This attachment contains an!Interview Kit (i.e., samples of forms recommend

'for use tr,
Lions for
contains se
recommend
form is c
Form.

school based training feed4c1ccollection program along With instruc-
Or 'use). This attachment is comprised of for 'annexes. Annex A
ple'pages,of an interview forin Whichiwpvides an example of the
format. set. of instructiObs.fOr theAne.of the suggestedinterview

ntained iOnnexa. Annex C is a'saMple interviewee Background Data,
flex D lists-possible ponperformance and performance deficiency Reason

Codes for 'use during Interviews.
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SAMPLE' INTOVIEW FORM,

This annex contains four pages:of a,saMpleinterview form. The first page

is,a title page. The, second page is the firstdata colleOtio6 page.. It includes.

instructions to.the-interviewee. The third page is a typical data-collection;
page, and the fourth is the final. "generaLcomments" page'of the tnterviereform.
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INTERVIEW OF hater)

TIME SCHEDULED-

DATE SCIVI4ED:

TIME TO COMPLETE PART A

TIME TO COMPLEIE PART B

INTERVIEWER'S NAME



The purpose of this survey is td obtain information which can be used to improve school training. At h s time you are to complete onlyPart A of the form'. Part 8 will be completed with the interviewer.

The following pages list tasks which receive some emphasis in Phase I of the FT "A" School. Complete Part A by placing a check in one ofthd three boxes, or categories, at the right of each task statement. Base your selection of categories on your observations of a typical "A"School graduate during his first 6 months of duty in your unit under a typical level of supervision. If the specific task was not usually done.by the average, recent graduate, check the "Don't Do" category_ the task is done, and the average graduate had no difficulty in performingit check the "Do with Ease" category. If the task is done by the- average, recent graduate, but he has some difficulty-in performing it,
check the "Do with Difficulty" category. Mike an appropraite selection for each of the 31 tasks listed on the survey form. When you havecompleted the/form, record the time that you spent; Take the form, with Part A completed, to the interviewer.

PART A
PART B

TASK STATEMENTS

PERFORM BASIC PMS PROCEDURES
(READ QUARTERLY /WEEKLY CHART,

.4) DRAW CURRENT MRC CARD/TOOLS. ETC)

OBSERVE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
1.51 ETV PRECAUTIONS

OBSERVE STANDARD SECURITY
30! (1.2) PRECAUTIONS

PERFORM FAILURE ANAEYSIS
4. (7.1) ONLAUDIO AMPLIFIER

PERFORM FAILURE L
S. (7.2) OM VIDEO AMPLIFIER

CATEGORIES

Don't Do With Do With
Do Ease Diffi-

culty

REASONS



OTEGORIES REASONS

Don't Do With Do With
Do Ease Diffi- Code

Culty
TASK STATEMENTS

'4 PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
(8.3) CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS
7. (8.2) WE1N-BRIDGE OSCILLATOR

N

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
(8.2) PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
(8.4) BLOCKING OSCILLATOR

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
10. (6.1) LIMITING CIRCUITS

rn

°

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
CLAMPING CIRCUITS

12.

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
COINCIDENCE CIRCUITS

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
SAW-TOOTH GENERATOR

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS!ON
.14 9 FREE RUNNING MULTIVIBRATOR

PERFORM FAILURE ANALYSIS ON
9.2) MONOST ABLE AULT IV IBRAT DR



\

a

Although we have already asked you to consider existing school trainiriiNn great detail, there ^is one more very important jay you can do for
us. We need to know what thins reSentl are NOT tau ht in school but Should betau ht there. '"COnsider things the trainee hag-had to learn on
the Jo muc ass o -t me or ot t e tra nee an t e supervisors. 10 cons per tas 5 that still cannot be performed because they were
not learned'in school and because it. has not been possible to train on the job. Please do this carefully and thoughtfully. .(Do not include
tasks on special equipment.) You may include comments about nontechnical training subjects such ,as military appearance and behaVior.

5.
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ANNEX 21,

SAMPLE INTERVIEW' INSTRUCTIONS

This annex con-0-1s suggested:ins ructions for conducting interviews. This

includes prei-terview guidance for the interviewers and direttiops to be read to .

the intervte ee,

7.7

;.
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INTER EWER GUIDANCE

INTRODUCTM AND: PURPO5E OF PROJECT
$ .

The,purpose of-this.,effort is to obtain firsthand .informa
newly arrived frofti fleet units who had occasion to observe and

graduates of their respective "A" Schools.
..

GENERAL I NiATIQN ABOUT THE INTERVIEW

priv
the ng:

ionfrom OerOnnel
evaluate recent

e oni r one:interview ,fi'Scheduled at a ime. Be sure' to have a

for your use )1*', Interviewing Package, shoul d contain

Directions to Be Read to the Interviewee
Interviert Form,

,Two copies 'of Reason Codes (one for you and one for the interviewee).

When the person reports -to Si u, read/paraphraie

oration td him/her. (This Will explain the purpose of the

expected Of the student.)

' The 'purpose of this project is to obtain information on how
-effectively '4' schools are meeting the needs of. the fleet. The way

we are doing this is to. interview persons like yourself who have
Oserved or supervised recent graduates from the 'A' school after
they -regOrted to the 4fleet. Because of your unique' experience your

inOut'tS the best.source 'of inf'or'mation available for this purpose.

Any data repprted will:be grouped, in tables, Individual ,.names

will not'.be Used. YoUr,thoughtful and accurate answers are

needed."

the following infor-
'project and what is

3: Go over, the.instruct ons for Part A of the interview form hl
,

the4hdildual, to be sure ,he/stie.understandi what is required.

Instruct' the individual to complete Part A.

5. then you receive, the interview form frog the student, review
.'Par .A,Oufckly-to be sure aHcategory'has been selected for each task. You W4-14.

.f.ilj in Part B as yOuCohduct thOnterv.iew. Go,thrdugh all-oifytte "Don't DO' 7*-

tasks firSt. Have:theinterviewieselect a reason code froM the'"Don't Do

Category.. After the appropriatehco0e1S. seleited,ASk-for and record the

spetifto infOrMation that,promPtedthe-selection. If-none of the codet are
, ... .

Jc-applitable, write the reason in the.spacebrovidedt If more space is needed,

.,44ri*e.on'the-ba&of thepa§e Witfr.theAdehtifying,taSk number. Then go back

to the tasks:ldentlfielas,"DoWithHDifficulty." ,.Again, ask' the respondent.'

to'Seleat.an:apOrOOriate reas6400dit...,.0btain',additiOnal information as to

Whitt ,i:S.diffIcult.These data-are,thetOstiMportOt of the survey. Be as
.

thdroughaSpossible. '1,-.
.

. ,

For those tasks checked . With Ease.," ask the interviewee if cthere are

any tasks which. he would like to discuss- or explain. (Consider here correct

",4" school, cuririChlumremphasis, Obssible -instances of overtrajning, and areas
*

1 imi hit. on f?om the curricUlum.)
's.-r
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r' _ ornpjete the_interview using the last page of the interview form.
This pa4d-requetstheintervieWee consider tasks--which are not taught in "A"
school but-ihoulebe taught there t'also asks for tasks the student ha had
to i.batlisOn the- job, 'specificallY ta ks that cannot-be performed because they
were noi,learned in "A "- school; and or which training is not available on the
job.

7. When you conduct the- interview, follow the "DireCtions,to Be Read to
the Interviewee..." This will help. bIinsure standardization of the procedures
which is importantin tnterprettng thi-data.

Record the time itOok-td conduct the interview.

Thank the student for his/her timeand effort.



DIRECT TO BE READ UPTHE INTERVIEWEE

DURING THIS INTERVIEW, I WILL GO,OVER YOUR RESPONSES TO THE TASK STATE-
S WITH YOU, ANO,ASK YOU TO PROVIDE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABILITY OF

"A" SCHOOL GRADUATES TO PERFORM. JOB TASKS.

FOR THOSE TASK STATEMENTS YOU MARKED "DON'T DO," I WILL READ EACH. STATE-
-MOT THUS MARKED. I WOULD LIKE YOU TO EXAMINE THE "DON'T DO" SECTION OF THE
REASON CODE SHEET. AFTER I READ EACH ITEM, PICK THE REASON (OR REASONS) THAT
BEST DESCRIBE WHY YOU ANSWERED "DON'T DO" TO THAT um IF NONE OF THE COPES
ARE APPLICABLE, TELL ME THE REASON WHY YOU MARKED THE ITEM THAT WAY. (Ask for
amplification of the coded= answer; be specific.) (Work through all the
"Don't Do's." When finished, read the material 'beim to the interviewee.)

NOW LET'S PROCEED TO THE "DO WITH DIFFICULTY" ITEMS. AFTER I READ EACH
ITEM, DO THE SAME THING YOU JUST DID, BUT. PICK YOUR CODES FROM THE "DO WITH
`DIFFICULTY" SECTION. . (Ask for lification Of the coded answer; be specifi.
(After finishing the "Do With Di iculty" list, discuss the "Do With Ease"

DO YOU HAVE ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT.THE "DO WITH EASE" ITEMS? FOR
EXAMPLE, HOW WELL IS THE SCHOOL TEACHING THEM? ARE THERE ANY THAT MAY REPRE-
SENT INSTANCES OF OVEURAINING OR WOULD YOU'RECOMMEND DROPPING ANY OF THEM
FROM THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM? (Record his/her answers

(Complete the interview by going to the last pigetof the Interview form.
Ask the interviewee for WIY.furthpr suggestions or recommendations.

(Thank.the interviewee for his cooperation' and effort in-completing this
interview.



ANNEX C

SAMPLE BACKGROUND DATA tORii

This annex contains a samp e-Backgrount Data ot'.011ecting infot-
ma ion about individuals atten advanced.stOools-and fotselepting
interviewees.



NAME-

BACKGROUND DATA FORM .

TIME IN .SERVICE

COURSE ATTENDING.

WHAT WAS YOUR PREVIOUS DUTY STATION? SEA DUTY. HOF, DUTY

.

IF YOU CAMr4FROM SHORE DU- WHERE WERE YOa STATIONED1,-

IP(1/4YOU. CAME. FROM SEA DUTY WHAT SHIP CLASS (TYPE) WERE YOB ASSIGNED TO?

7. 41HAT-WAS YOUR PRIMARY BILLET TITLU

8. IN,THE LAST'*-42MONTHS, HAVE YOU 'HAD AN OPPORTUNITY, TO OBSERVE AND EVALUATE
RELENT. GRADUATES OF CLASS ,"A" SCHOOL IN AN OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENT?

YES NO

IF YOU AtWEREO,"YES" TO THE PREVIOUS QUESTION, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING

QUESTLONS. IF YOU DID NOT ANSWER "YES," STOP AND DISCUSS YOUR ANSWER WITH
THE INSTRUCTOR.

HOW MANY PEOPLE DID YOU OBSERVE AND EVALUATE?
HOW LONG

(Number of MOnths

10,';01.4 SATISFIED WERE YOU WITH- EIR,ABILITY TO MEET MINIMUM JOB REQUIREMENTS
AFTER7A TYPICAL BREAK-IN PERIOD?.

HIGCLY SATISFIED

MODERATELY_SATISFIED

SATISFIED
,

MODERATELY UNSATISFIED

HIGHLY UNSATISFIED

IF YOU ANSWERED UNSATISFIED -MANY DEGREE, LIST THE GENERAL AREA(t)JHAT.-
_REQUIRED ADDITIONAL TRAINING OVER AND BEYOND THE TYPICAL BREAK -IN- AND'
ORIENTATrON.
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ANNEX D

SAMPLES OF REASON CODES

This annex cogtains 40 possible nonperformance and/or perforlance
deficiency Reason-Codes for "Don't Do" and "Do With Difficulty" interviewee

sponse choices. Within the "Do With Olff-jculty" category Reason Codes
are Tisled for three general categories.of reasons for performance deficiency--
operational fat:tors, pers ifaliadju nt pioblems; and.technical t dining
inadequady. .
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,REASON .CODES

DON'T DO" CATEGORY

A. 'TASK NOT DONE ON SHIP/STATION/SYSTEM

R. TASk NOT EXPECTED Q SOMEONE IN*RECENT GRADUATE'S RATE OR, LEVEL OF
EXFERIENCE,

C.

=

TASK' EXPECTED OF RECENT RADUATESAHMAV LE TO PERF

NOTE SUFFICIENT TIME FOR GRADUATE TO HAVEvEteEN, ASSIGNED' 0 THIS TASK.

t ITH DIFFICULTY" CATEGORY

OPERATIONAL

r
E. TIME. CONSTRAINTS DUE TO. OPERATIONAL''C 5.

F. 'FATIGUE /STRESS DUE, TO OPERATIONAL COMM S

G. vEQUIPMENT-EXTREMELY'COMPLEX
. .
H. TECHNICAL MANUALS TOO COMP X

INEFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP/iSUPERVISION

DIFFICUL 1-

.TASK HIGHLcoNpLEASANI.

RSONAL

LOW 'MOTIVATION FOR OPE
,CL

uncomfortal3i-e environmental situation
c as tieat,.'soot,*shock ''hatard,.exposure

-a- elements

All-ASSI GNMENT

LOW MVNATION FOR: WORK CENTER ASSLGNMENT

LOW MOTIVATION FOR 'TECHI$IcAL =SPECIALTY'

LOIN flOTIVATION FOROAVAL' SER4CE- ,
-

INTERFERENCE FROM%PERSONALpFoBuEms Legal/
vat ,
, Substa

*
DID NOT KNOW W T FON.DURIN

DIErNDT UNDERSTAND _STEPS OF PROCEb

..1

ogi ca

Abuse)
Hee h

OR COMFONENT

A

N T READ'! I'PRINT T NT NUAC; TN TRoclIoN,
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TREASON:CODES (continued)

DID NOT KNOW WHICH=
TEST 01PMENT FOP:JOB)

SELECTED-

DID NOT KNOW WHICii MATERIAL TO USE-(SELECTED,WRONG MATERIAL
USE)

CO NOT IDENTIFtWHICH.PARTZAUSED MALFUNCTION.

VT WELL VERSED INTROUBLESHOOTINGTRINCIOLES

-COULD_NO USE TOOL TEST EQUIPMEATCORRECTLY,

COULD. NOTDISASAMBLEJOR REASSEMBLE) COMPO
g i

ONOTTtRFORM:PROCEDURiL.STEP ON MRC CORRECTLY,

LO. NOT MAKE-REQUIRED:MEASUREMENTS (ORADJUSTMENTS

GOULD ITT-PERFOR4EQUIRED-TESTS:

Ct. puo-sioirfABRIcATE REPLACEMENT PART(S)

D.. ,COULO:NOT IDENTIFY ACTUAL- COMPONENTS OF 'SYSTEM

RONG TOOL OR

'SERVICE

ENTIFIELYWRONG PART)

EE. COULD NOT EXPLAINJWICTION-(OR PURPOSE) OFCOMPONENt S IN YSfEM

FF., COULD NOT "READ" SYSTEML,SCHEMATIC AND WIRING DIAGRAM

"
ITS

nTEM____EIPING DIAGRAM

HH .COULD -NOT EXPLAIN OPERATING-PR 4 CiPLE OF SYSTEM (OR COMPONENTY

I. comp NUT TELL HE 'SYSTEM (Ft COMPONENT) HAI/A.MALFUNCTION

.11. .COpLU.NOT NYS hiRAcc7srsTEm FROM ONE POINT TO,ANOTHE R c-

1
-: 6

COULD- NOT LINE UP SYSTEM (OR -COMPONENT) IN .PGCORDANCE WITH .IN IONS
. .

..
-

, aa

LL- COULO4I0T'OPERATE:TESTi'UIPMEN PROPERLY
a

COM NOfSTOF5eURE SYSTEM` (OR I ACCORD WITLP-INSTR6cTION!

CAN, GO TAE TA6K-BOTN AS QUICKLY :AS ECESSA ESL ED.



ATTACHMENT 3

GUIDANCE, FOR' CONDUCTING TRAINING APPRAISAL INTERVrEWS

This attac nt-contains the _complete -text-of-'a U.S.-Air force publica-

tion entitled The- Evaluation-Interview. The document (undated) was prepared

by the USAF 34Thrh Technical School(now the 34000 Technical Training-Wing)
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado.- It contains ei concise review of interview
techniques..applied directly`to acquiring, training appraisal inforaition in

a military setting; Because of its prectie focus and relevance to the
Previooly recommended interview procedures, the enti-ite content is included.



7- NE EVALUATION INTERVIEW

ways to.evaluate
ews And -questionn4

that interview-
-the-interview

e -obtained from

ning, haver two of the
es. . Lt it not unusual to- hear, Lies-

of,' graduates is best." Unfortunately,
may be-such -that the:_i_niAtItew results`
the much maligned questionnaire.

The most COM011 interview is the question-answer type.' An obierVation
interview may be conducted to actually observe the graduate as .he performs
the tasks and Jobs of his 'specialty. Neither:Of these types of interview is
easyto conduct. Properly. conducted, each will produce reliable and valid .

fnformation.

.In any form, the interview is a means of collecting information. To the
. extent you are obtaining information, each time you ask a question you are
interviewing. A co ference is a group interview. We spend hours preparing
for a eonference a utes fry preparing- for a person to, person intervieW.
In both caste the o is to collect informaticm and in both cases'the
amount of "nformation coliected is.directly proportional to the preparation
and efforiexpended.

Betause of the versatility-and fleilbility of the interview, it has a
particular value in arrevaluation program. The interview permits exploring
undocumented areas of Information i.pecific to the training. It allows extend-
ing thasinvestigation ftile it is still in progress and most important, it

- providft for, exploration of related information at the most propitious time

'Evaluation usually requires tnquWes -into the personal opinions, desires,
satisfactions, and fears of the graduate. The interview is invaluable in
these situations because it al lows the evaluator- to probe 'the graduate's
innermost thoughts.

With all f its. touted advantages, _-he interview has .some disadvantages;
principally time, cost, and the difficul y----dobtaining' the qualified Inter-
viewer. Some of these disadvantages cahbe piinimixed by proper planning.'
Both time and cost factors can be made more accelifable 'by selecting a_locale

--having large- graduate population available for interviewing. The securiri
of a, qualified inter-Viewer-ri not so easily solved It is the purpose of the
remainder of this.article suggest to the evaluato-rAnterviewer_some of the
techniques which will hel m to 'obtain thecinformati he seeks. Procedures
,aree eqbally approprtate wh interviewing supervisors, .4;1 ,-any type. of,
interviewing.

, 41:4ifh s-:introd- uction the 4techniques Of intg
1--t0 to distuss the preparations for".thOnte'view:-

"_,The evaluator piaring t6 visit a ba'Se for the purpOse of interviewIng-
radotes .shpuld re ast Suitable ci hies in which to conduct the

vitivs s , of : 1 etely 48ependent7uPO'kv!e dudrenf of his 'base.
.t.cpOita to what suitab and ipon .the facilitieS_afailable at the
, base: .

:1

A
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t t in an =interview must, be an `intrOduction of ho.yon areail----

onductigg the interview., Your came in itself m be meaningless
gradoa,te, but it is-iraportant that your. irrtrodtiction, egiveh dearly;

le. It is's:0.141y important that yoti learn the graduates 'name
that you pronounce it If you're' not 'sure of the pronunciation ask
what is eorrect. It is eribarrassing' to try, to to to people without kno
their,name.- Names are important to 'eople and they are pleased and fltte d

----comparative stranger, has a h interest to le thei name and
-Once it correctly.

Wheso the introductions are c i,ou should explain in- some detail
What you'expect to learn from the gra =a e and what you intendto do with
that Information. -Once again, be alert and observant., FroWthis point, to
the-csoelusion of the interview,, every ,action and every word uttered by the
graua'-te has Meaning; a' meaning you must interpret correctly if your inter-
view is to be successful.

*Your preparations4re -complete-andyou are ready to delve into the
technical aspects of .the information, you must collect in the interview. To
,do- this, you need to know more about .the techniques of, tItery,iiewiagAUfasi-cally
you may select any of three.igterViewing Aechniques,, :al_intisfAertairt
you will combine them durinthe course olr an interview. One more caution,
make voluminous notes. A good.interview develops-many ideas, many answers,
far more than you can remember when you're 'back at the office. Note key'

is and ideas during the interview, expand these into aComplete report at
Conclusion of the interview.

if thgre4is a need for precise comparison:6f the answers given by all of,.
the gradudtcto.. all'of the questions, an ioldepth schedule. -of questions must
be prepared;( The interviewer will read these, word for word, and.in the
exact sequence; to the graduate and record his answerp, This pt ocedure
assures, -that identical questions. are'askedin exactlyilhe same sequence of
each graduate and because of'th1S, each 't-iSwer. by'eadllivaduate can be com-
pa d with ill4the-answers from all-of the graduate.s;:

When less precise comparlson 'is sough, the schedule of questiohs .is
prepared for guidance. The interViewer.may, at his discretion, reword or
rephrase the questions, change the sequence, add more quegtions, or,even
delete questions, in, an effort to,match the cilia to of the inte view to,the
mood of the graduate. In this type interview t schedule of esticrns
assures general coverage of the material.

Finally 'there is the completely open interview. The interviewer asks a
orcivocative question and thereaffierAaes mo"e than encrdrage the
graduate to talk. This type is Offiitult to use, Oteyroducesextrem
valuable infor5aon ayailaPtiv from10114-15ther source'.

r . -At some- tame during the- Ffrogess of an .intentiew,,:the skilled interviewer
will-make use 9f each of these techniquesst:The skiflwith whieh'heiuses thenii

to a '1*e-extent; determine the gliarIty and vajue of information
obtains ,ftem the 'graduate'. In all _ianterviewing'there is a mitimurTf:df

nformation which is atceptble- and-a- maximum which is--bostible.., No in



should fail to produc the mfdlmomand na
he_iaiimdM for its g

Jiighly important that- the schedule queStionsbe-camfully
prepared. When the evaluator is not technically qualified to the work area

would be wise-to.enlistAhe assistance of a feOnftian.. .he prepares
the questions himtelf, they should be checked by a technic]

During the early part of the.interview the evaluator should;stay within
the schedule of questions, starting by reading the questions verbatim and
keeping-the same-sequence----The_soMewhat formal atmosphere anethe-accuracY
.of the questions tends to increase the grad ate conftdence----in_theevaluator
as knowing the field of work.- As the-interview progresses,.the evaluator' ---
must be alert to indications that the graduate wants to volunteer'information
beyond thescope-orthe questions.

When itbecomes,el.;ident that the-graduate is 'anxious to tell his story,"-
the-interview sfioultshift,t6 the secoild'technique; questiOns as they
are cued:by the answers and comments of.the graduate, It is desirAlCat...
thlAstage stay4ithintheParameters,of thescheduleaf question's. :

-If the, interview has beencondUcted skillfully to this moo and if .

the time is available, the tyird,technique should be emplmed. e third
technique.itJaeful for- detbrmining ConceptWattitudes, and onal.attri
,butes. It can be useciatt explore the intangibles -so important to:a full -

understanding--of jhduate's problems, but so completely. separate from the
technically oriented portion-of the.interview: The- graduate-is. ready:for
this.technique when, he ins.to insert personal comments among hts technical
answers.

=

The open interview is often referred to as spontaneous, and it should
give this impression.. However, it is not spontaneoust it must be planned."
The interviewer must have in his repertoire carefully developed questions

l icy the personaftype answer. . Planping here is vital, but it
must Revrrw except in the results. This type ffiterview tests the skill

f of the intervievierto the utmost.

everyTiming is the sec, weapon of the inte ewer- Every speaker, ei/ery
actor knows the value of timing to1his perfordance. Jack*Benny and Bob Hope Y
are . experts in the use of timing and both exploit the ''-pauseu to its full,
iMit. The pause is,equally,yaluable in interviewing, following-4 pithy \
()went or the posingNof a penetrating suestion. Don't be afraid to wait for
the graduate to cominekt or answer yourquestion, You planned this interview,
he didn't and he deed time to think.

Generally speakingi the answers the graduate gives to your questions
-contain clues to the areaofAuestioning that Should follow. :Avoid

introducing questions-thit-Rave.not been cued by some previous= reference:-
This is a part ofIthe proper timirig.for asking a-question. Be'alert.to'
openings' presented ['SI-the graduate as he rambles_frOm sub4pctto subject, but

w-still within the purview of the intervie- pl.n some'caset, the point must be
forcitlly explOited, 6Ut-usbally it is better to lead the-answers toward the k.
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area in whiCh you are- seeking lofctrmatiilitt- haF different implications
for ttie-observation type interillew; imNrtant to -the success of
the interview. The interviewer must never pose aiquestfon while the graduate _

is actually performing a task: First,; to do. so may caAe anaccident by
,dini.ding the graduate's itteirti . ''ilnd,.!Second,...dividing the graduat'e's

attention will reskilt in- a poor Of° de. Till, important, use it
improve the_ results of your regitlar---:Unt view and drir.ing'alt-obsery

interviews.:

An observation-interview requires the e,valOtor, to be- present durNthe
performance of the sPediaTty'tasks bythe.graguate.. It's a lot .easier'to

I!talk.:a good game than'it,is to play one." Vou.can read,:or even formulate
").acceptable que..stiOns, withOut being a job expert, but for the observation -. .-

ift-1.ervievryou--mu-st_be_abte to identify what you see 'and know why it Is' being ,

-.done.' An 'observer whoiSTfiriin iar-with----the task or job' being done .able-to
evaluate both the knowledge being applied to the perfo-f--manipe-of"the VOlcor
job; and, he skill with which the manual movements are made. The technially_jobs

is also able to estimate the qual*ty of what has beet. -

produced.

- An important part of.the ability to observe durately beir*ab-le to
identify.the various work activities as they odd, r and know whit knoWledtes,
and skills-are being exhibited. -ClciSe attention to details is- 'essential to -

accurate,observati an. If. the graduate shows .0)all- hesittitions,, makes} false

movements, or' looks- to see who is watching, he is plaglp- by inadequacy and
indecision..

..-. -...... ,
. The observation must include such Atems as job organizatitin seleCtion

. arid placement of tools:parts, materials, and equipment, ild thechoosing of
the correct procedures. All of these are indicators of the. graduate.'s overall

knowledge of theiob and his,proficiency during his,Pel-formance..
. .

When thegraduate is -working, his movements showld.e?chibit. 01 observable ..,

rhythm and purpose, -.1irSlit'inovements ar6jerky; lack of'5oordioation; dr he
is often out of position, either, he is,imgroperly taught,-or,he has net '.

4 learned how to perform the tasks. Finally, the end product 'of his effore5
must be usable, must meet the established standards of quality.- Forgiphe -

evaluator; there i,s. no -better advin than, "'Know tile job before crii4quing the
performance." , f`---

.1
.

.
. * .

Regardless.of -the interview technique, question -and answer or-observation,e
-question's must be deVelopecr, properly Constructed, and wisely used. ' r

To some extent all -of the gradtiate''s answers w it.) be influenced liyIthek. -,-

manner in which' the_ question i5 asked. The phrasing,.. the choice of'words,',and),
..

even the votce, intonadons may- ca efifect.s. in the graduate"s ,7;_ ,., ,

answers :o FundamentS1 lyi, there are two -types- of questlons Used i-n interVi ewi ngr
..,

I : .0'1. . .
. ., . . .

' . A: type of *question `sOMetiMes t ailed 'closed" O r ."1-1mAing", is 'largely
,,

directive and is answerable in4a few Nords": Ihere are th-ree Subtypes cl,f'.this,

ueStion... One asks for identificatiw of "who, 1 where, _Wt3en ,,: how,- or which':,,
e-

only
second asks fOr. a -sekIsite from :among, several answers'.,Offered. ,The'third

,,-ast<s f6r a yes or, no Wet,.

, . fi

t.
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The to-called lippen't or ,"nonlimiting" question-does no d_ irect- -an -answer,'
rather iot i nti tes longer' and. more -ideseriptive,answers.. . .

, , ...
_. , 0

The evaluator must de cire the ratlo 'Oft %limiting" to "norillmitine
uestioas- he will-use in tnre interview.. Too many --"liMiting" questions may_

cause the graduate to feel he i s' being restricted, that he is-being 'pre ent
from giving al) of the inforigiQK he posSessv BecaLkse he feels-this :../sulk and Nithh2}11val ullRe information. _an the _other -hand, too
'0o miting" questionsimay. cause the intervieseto_1* down for lack
directj_On. This is very. likely to happen if fhe, graduate has difficulty
evmssirkg' his fideas. Such people are often 'inarticulate and ingehefent..
During. the qUestio-ning they become greatly'disturbed and may refuse to co-

. operate. These people work better with the "limiting" questi,on because, it
provides 'a clue to the desired answer.to the question, a question they may
not have.fully undecstood. .,s.' tr

i,'," .

Either to .question May balie a relationstiip with previous And future
questions, neither will disrupt the'colitinoitr of'-the guestioning., The

evaluator may -plan-for-a_gradual bui 1 d=up of blocks of.4 information whi eh wi 11'
final j portray a complete- jobsiiity.----1-f-thisl_i_s___!the- plan, there must be
save varieties of questions.apked to obtatothe information: ----

A follow-on style question_can'be formulat4c1 asking; for: ttional
information al?8,4t -as subject previously discuss Another variety of questions
which is quite useful is the repeating of the 'gradtrate's-words. It shows
retention of what he has said arid-proves you-were listening. It can also be
used to introduce a new direction of qUestioning.

. When there is, a need for clarification of vague *or ambiguous,references:
made earlier in the interview, or` when there has been a" geriral reference and
there is now a need for.4plicit information; a specific vaeiety Of.qUestions
must be developed.

.

13? '

It is sometimes necessary to suignarize the inforMatiOn- giyen so that it
can be,confirmed and questions Can-be designed to,accoinpliSh,this purpose.,
When inconsistencies devel-op between' answers -given, Qr..between answers. arid
known information, a- direct question pointing out ,tfie inconsistencies and.

T ."' demanding_ correction `IS .necessarly., It is, sometimes desirable to ask certain
. questions'-the second time to deterrainl ff the graduate gives the Same answer., 4. ,

, .,

,.
. 1 -4,

i,, , . , r,..-,. . L , , ''., ' '', .111111h, ,. *-... A bit of trickery may be used to Obtain; further Clarifit tfon, . The ,0
evaluator may dellberate13/ misstate ..a fact Instantly, the duate wilil . .10-

`correct the state ent,and:rn the process, clarifyand4 expand h s explailation'.. :It ::

A deliberate tni.1' 1 pnevious tta ent mace'''bythe graduate is an.even :.-,
reater spur. - Y InT,Aiiioted his ' ent .and he,feel s re s pons i blelOr '... '

,correcting the m. erpretatioir... He 1 iOnediately -calTelitipon tO,explain,
i n grelt ;. and enlightening, .detai 1., -that yoli ark Irfistaken and that in truth,
thi s o'i s. what he said. , A1.1 the .eval,uttor neetl, do -now is; listen. -

f.:
TrilcIcerf may be used td eitdit,clarifccation,-zbut the tric of using.

"feid11-41` duestionS,i's not always legitimate. *The'leadtpg" question, Used
either by accident, or by 'design , can _dictate Jan answer. iNdst, authorities

, , c C "
". 14

...3

,
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own. ::.4gree _that 'an Interviewer should avoid implying afi answer to his questions.
rff there -are ,tirtie?.. when ffie. evaluator -May Want' to indiCate what type. . .

-arrtswe .hebNpects". . '- 6 ,i, ".
..

..,An examination of What constitutes -4' "leadirig" question indicatet there
e tiOo elements which can be used to influence the answer to a queStion.

df;these s., to . indiltate.V..choice bf:words; phtasing; or voice intonatiofi
type aml-Wer-ei?etted, The! tgcbrici is o assume that there are certairi
viors-,-Udeologie,s, -And values that are_corrnon to:al l graduates Oartici-

vatirig 'tn. 'Chi intetview Cycle. ". .. . --.

ques:ti on which. tends to indicate the expected answer- requires the
a4uator to hive conside able. iknowledge.. about the graduate, or about the

subttet matter. If the, e4 luator., does not have this information,4but uses
sbin .method to influence,:t e answer, he is using a 4;11e4li rig", questiom. _

_The; di fference,,betWeen ,the two:types of' itleadiryg" questions is''that in
':ttcflrst co:se:the ,eva.Nator bas factual i'nfarmation to -support the que5tion.
irinile'.sicohd.case he 1 acksAthe inforation, bUt "leads" the _graduate iv the
direc,tion- of the 'interview results 'he wants, '

a

' a % The .econd element ist the ."lead--ing q-uestibn is ;based on the fact that -%14

...., f.
there are a`rea 'of .commonall ty among:alI peOple. - Begause., of -this` it is .,e.,

-----;--- .- d', Most, -i-v-osSitTle to 'ask 'a question that is` not based- on Some type 'assumpti R.
- e(-41-stonp--x--ibfiisbased on' valid -tniformation in the possession",of the ..

..: tt,. evaluator:-the sgraduate ,,s-answerit will be If the- eval'Uator does
4 '4rjOti. have specific informatiorl. upon which .:to, basellis a4sumption,, this type
# 0 9,..eadivl. queStion may brodu4e-,incomplete or -inV)1 igil i ivforinati08.----_-_,...

,.. :

jt is -difficult tb determine the detrimental .effAts'- of the '.' "leading)"
questioh;on' the resultS of the ipterview.,,
questi on does mike i t easier. for th0e4gradAtes %yho 1-a6k4he know..1,014g. or"
tlAtiodb.,,not understand what' the elYaluator.w"ant'S', to giVe, an answer th4..
bel .1.06 the eval wator. wants, to hear.; 'PrOb`ably; these, "a.greeabl e" '.41.1%wei7s are'

,Most often./en by thole having a:, loW level of understanding than `4,y those
hatini}. a high lvel of understanding ;

,

juSt jittle ;mq.e 'on, the subject of qUestiatisk* QuesteicinT118,Y'be asked
for Atnivti!leetive, subjective;. ai,-,;inaeteminate response from the graduate.

.

The objeqtive sluastcicin is. twice e-d wi,,th the" charact'erlstiss of ,people,
pi aces , 'objects, Or' 4-1ppeni n'gs , tat c n° be _seen'. Theset-a,rc-the type: questions

qLieiti oils . I,' ; I:. l.. :'''..!c.., A '-'!,',._ t--I ,:.?... ; t ' .. '' ,: ,
Used when. a sched'U,Tle tlIfrqpestioia* prep-ared. Thtse

- '-.I' ., ;,..,,, e egy, ., . ,;.. ,,,,, -....
. ..., . .,-, , ..., ,. ,. .,

,,,,,Jhgf .iiteieGti,vg liiest4,deals with bp.injohS. Or-feel:trigs,. therti4seen _

,.'brsl 5' These lirlsIt'ions are us for =th d:, tyk Qfd.p.teryievi.-- ,ivery0
at-swe)! Mvst-.;-be: alyzed .PQ Clete :he 4 tls. rittl-tc dn of -the attitude- o the

- .grtaduate.:,..,- _ . ,
g. '

. .

c t

lt. ;' ![-nde*Mip'4e `Cill4St6,40. cleal'nef;ther,Wftli 'eFtaradteri stics or %Si n'i or s ,
..

,.!,t.-,- hut' :Of tei? ..*rj. pti ie, i n-' ton.6,:` i!"These' tod, !3 re. used. in- th0 -litirli type of .,. -
...w' 4, [.Arapctite,-.4.%.., Like the''slibj'ectiv"-ctuqat,ton 'aRtwers, thpy'muse be analyged.

-,.. ..
,
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, You have asked a lot of questioni and heard many answers, how do you
-know if the graduate has told the truth, if his answers are valid? 'The
evaluator is responsible for determining the validity of what the graduate
tells him and he has available to him three methods for estimating the
validity.

If the evaluator has properly Prepared himself for the interview he-has
considerable amounts of information at his' disposal. By careful, analysis of
what he is told and by comparing,it with what he knows.of the work area, he
is in a position to make reasonably accurate judgments of the validity of the
information he has redeived.

Another method of estimating the validity is the observation and eValua-
tiohofthestyle and manner. in. which. the 'graduate's have responded. .CloSe
observaiionAuring the interview. will ftenreveal-clues indicative of the..
-SinCeritypf:the graduate4and thus key the aLithentidity,ofhis.answere. If
thegraduate shows any'doobt, hesitancy, prejudice, or. uncertainty, the
information should be accepted with caution.

IF.
'Finally, the evaluator should be able to make some.judgme _s based on

what he knows about the leaduate,. An insight into the-graduat s knowledge
experience, or background will yield clues to the: worth of his answers;

The-entire success of theinterview depends upon the degree of communi-
cation.established .between theeValUatorand the graduate and the ability of
the evaluator to listen. intelligently. The development and-fOrmat of thp
interview must have as itsAoal the complete understanding and cooperation of
the graduate.. The evaluator must earn the respect and.the Confidence of the
graduate,-.Any action, any words which weaken the respect and confidence of
the graduate in the_evaluator will deCreaSe the. effectiveness of the interview.

,

.

-It-is highly possible that in certain, situations the evaluatoe'will be
confronted with some unanticipated responses. .If he is. lert, these unanti-
cipated responsesmay be highly pebductiVe.. An unanticipated response may
reveal peeytously unsuspected important factoes, it may open the dope to new
avenues of questioning, or it may provide an explanation of some hitherto
unkhown.fact.

The conduct of the interview is,entitely in the.hands of the evaluator..
in ()day's* vernacular,' he must not TOSe_his.-.".cool", if he does, he'Also loses
the interview: At alllimes.ancFat all costs, th0,evaluator must be in full
control of,the interview. Any lack of organization of the interview will
also have an Adverse effect on 'the interview-result. It is 'essential- that

the interView-contihue_in the direction °fits established goals. At'n6.time
and under no circumstances -must the interview be allowed to de§enerate. into

an argument.

The graduate and his supervisor; either prbothef whom maybeinter-
viewed,..''MuSt.be considered as having a defensiveqtatude. 'Neither will
Volunteer-any'significant quantity.of information.' Each, in his own way;
will defend and magnify the importance of their ,lob to --the Air Force mission.
No' matter how insignificant theLJO4,-It,is theirs and admitted or not, they

. are proud'. of what they do. Destroy the.importanceof their job and you



destroy them,

IfiS-inportant that the evaluator.show sympathetic-intreSt-In the
problems of the graduate'. Don't interrupt K -is story to tel-14purs'Never
show boredom, even if you; have heard the soMestory twenty 'tiAesdyring..the7.:
same day. ,:

The evaluator must never allow controyersial issues to enter intgthe
ConversationIfthey Ore:introducid, listen, 'but off no coOmipni:,anel:at

the first opportunity, change-the subject Neverbetivie a. victim of ru or.
Monger*. Listen:carefully, but do net repeat what. h4s .been said. 5410Joull
those rumors ybu know:tote-untrue.

TAE Repor

., The'evaluator FiAS no *aiithorityto promise changes effecting the graduate's
,assignment or-positiOn.: To do so must lead to embarrassment-f he Air`."
.1-raining Command,-:the Center, and himself. The interview is' a fa t ;finding,

:
-vehicle for evaluating the _quality,of the training.reteived.byt .e,graduate,-
it is: hot- a grievance interview. Stay out of the personnel an the personal.

.'..business.
,..

Do not criticize any action affecting the graduate or the operations of
any Air-Force function. It is probable that not all the facts havOeen mode
knoWn to you..-.:66t,what you-believe to be,facts, verify thatthey'are facts.
AnalyZy their P- 'Able impact on thY performance of the groduAte,,or-upon-the
conduct of the eport the findings, include any supportable.
recommendation

When the intervieW.is completed thank the participants for their help.
'Leave .them with a.- f iendlY.feeling toward training It is highly probable.

they will again be' ailed upon to assist in evaluating graduates. Without
their full cooperat on, there would have been no interview, no:ekchange of.'
information, .and no evaluation of the graduate's performance or of the course
from whiCh he graduated.

;9596
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ATTACHMENT 4
A\

AN EXPERIMENTAL AGENDA FOR DETERMINING }OW TO
-SOLVE TRAINING PROBLEMS

'This-attaChMent contains an.experimental agenda forprocessing_the-.
feedback information obtained in the interviews -to 4;10:giCal
recomniendatIO6 for Change.- This agenda Is offered for]u0-:with the)rjobY'
-taik4.1ASte&in the survey for Whichthe data suggested'a4bssibIe training
probleth, -,The:.proCess involves-the folloWing-10

-
ste

Define the training: problem as suggested- hy-ah.t4iheOf

.41evieW of the background i.e., previouviattemp*AkYtleal:with the
.problem)

Review of related ,information fr(m internal evaluation process.

IdentifY,related_learningobjectives. in the currenecurciculum. ,

Riviewwof recent curriculuth development with regard to the
learning objectives.-

Explore resources to remediate problem.

7 IdentifyrTelated training problems for which the solutions
may also be related.

Rough outline of possible recommendations and/or en ance.poin

ISO process for further systematic development.

Determine approvalauthority for outlined recommendation and
list pertinent instructions/references.

3 .

1'0, RecommendationW.

97



Background: (;Historical attempts to deal with -this problem or related

problems, except for. recent developments'in.thelast year.)

Relevant data from internal evaluation process:



TAEG Repor =No. g2
f

Per' ent earning objectives from the current cu culum:

Recent curriCulu4 development in -these-areaS::,

-Recent 6-7 anticipated change in time allotted :to,.
,

'..leaching.this Or closely related task: # hours:

`Recent anticipated change in teaching .-edmique:

Recent- or' anticipated change in 'resources. manpower/
material ) that may affect training -n this area:

Resources required to remediate problem:

'Additional space. for instruc ion

More effective training aids. /devices



Additional in

Additional time for ins e curriculum

Recent ind/oeanticipated-changes to curriculum wtTh
.the. problem (time, teaching technqueor_resouttes

edia

4

Recent'and/or anticipated changeS to curriculum will Increase

the problem

Creative brainstorming and/or additional research into more

teaching strategies
.

effectiye teaching strategies (problem is historical in nature
requiring .entirely novel approach or additional. data).

,

=



7., -.Related tasks- from the.,survey

related:

,
.8. Rough outline of posible r commendatiObs: '(Address
anticipated benefit) -and/or entrance point- in..1$10: process

further systematic development,,:

or which' the sol ution

9. :Approval authority for this type o recommendation:-
I r

this problem may be

fssaies of cost And
see NAVEDTRA 110--'

Pertinent Instructions References:
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